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Storms Roll Through
Calloway Last Night
Trees, Power Lines And
Telephone Lines Are Down
Mown over in the lawn of Dr.
Harry Sparks home at Murray
State University.
Paris, Tennessee, police
reported trees blown down across
roadways and power lines down
there also.
Unofficial sources reported
either a tornado or very high
winds swept through an area
about 2 miles east of Paris this
morning about 3 a.m, and
destroyed a business, eight
mobile homes in a mobile home
park and overturned several
mobile homes at a mobile home
sales lot.
said that
A spokesman
Puryear about 12 miles south of
Murray had extensive damge
done to several homes. He said
that several families were taken
to Paris during the night because
of the damage to their homes.
The spokesman added that
reports of the damage
With all that lightning and Immediate
e but there were
unavailabl
were
night,
last
on
going
thundering
injuries.
of
reports
no
here came Lady the inside dog.
Telephone service in at least
She remained with us throughout
whole block of downtown
one
night.
the
Murray was out all morning.

Married Fifty Yeats

High winds, driving rain and
hail lashed through Calloway
County and Western Kentucky
last night causing property
damage over a widespread area.
The series of thunderstorms,
which also rolled across West
Tennessee, knocked down power
lines, telephone lines and trees in
scattered areas.
was
damage
Scattered
reported iinCalloway County this
morning, mostly downed trees
and tree limbs. A large tree was

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Cloys M. Farris

of the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloys M. Farris'Cooper, twin sister
was the former
will celebrate their 50th wedding Mrs. Farris
the late
anniversary with an open house Ruby Cooper, daughter of
J. W. Cooper of
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
two
from
'18,
July
on Sunday,
County. Mr. Farris is
five p.m. at their home, located Calloway
late Mr. and Mrs.
one-half mile east of Taylor's s the son of the
Farris.
H.
Noel
Store.
Farris have three
The couple was married July Mr.and Mrs. G. T Petito of
Mrs.
16, 1921, under the "Big Oak Idldren,
D.
Trees" at the Oak Grove Baptist Luna Pier, Mich., MrsSch.,and
of
Pontiac,Mi
()strand
Tenn.
County,
Henry
Church in
of the U. S. Air
The ceremony was performed by Sgt. B. J. Farris
stationed at Norton
Justice of the Peace Lee Nance Force, now
They have eight
Base.
Force
Air
Attendants
County.
Henry
of
The fury of summer storms The Murray Electric system were Bardon Nance and Miss Ara grandchildren and three great
reminds us of how insignificant reported that they first started Morton of Henry County who grandchildren.
man is.
receiving calls at 2:30 a.m. this married later, and Miss Pearl All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the open house
morning West Kentucky Rural
The WWII 441111! our SIXtriorrers mecirke com„„stro c,sa_
could not be reached
'limbs
t° eattl
"
°Ver
have watched for several years Local insurance firms reported
hanging precariously high in the that hail and wind damage to
air.
crops had been reported by
several farmers in the area and The Murray Fire Department
Supper fit for a king, meat loaf, that at least one mobile home,
a two alarm call to the The names of the Pony League
cabbage, corn on the cob. We near Lynnville, had been answered
cDevitt Clinic, North All-Stars will be announced
Houston-M
would have had the rest of that destroyed.
Walnut Streets, on between games at the Pony
and
5th
cornbread we had the day before
Unconfirmed reports were
y at 4:30 p.m.
League Field at the City Park on
(heated up with butter in it), but received that tents at the Wednesda
had Saturday night, July 17.
cigarette
a
said
Firemen
the
for
we had already put it out
Calloway County Fair had been
presumably been thrown into the All players are asked to please
birds.
blown down.
elevator shaft and caught trash in be in attendance, according to
Murraythe
at
Officials
on fire. The firemen James Boone, president of the
We bet Lynn Grove got some rain Calloway County Hospital the shaft
ed the blaze Pony League.
extinguish
quickly
Last night. Also New Concord.
reported no injuries due to acand no damage was reported.
the
at
treated
had
been
cidents
opened to clear
SYLMAR REPAIRS
We figured we had something to emergency room in the past 24 The doors were
the building.
of
out
smoke
the
UPI —
SYLMAR, Calif.
do with the rain last night since hours.
Repairs began Wednesday on
we watered the Sweet Gum tree The storm and hail first hit the
portions of the metropolitan
late yesterday evening.
county and city about 1:30 a.m.
water district tunnel where 17
this morning.
workmen died in a flash
We went by and got us a biscuit High winds and tornadoes
explosion June 24.
with a piece of that big ham in it lashed portions of the Midwest
Lockheed Shipbuilding and
out at Mr. Nixon's place. Good during the night, killing at least
at
held
will
be
services
Revival
on Co. prime contracConstructi
eating.
23
injuring
and
three persons
nd
the
project, said limited
Liberty
Cumberla
the
for
tor
others, five critically.
Science has discovered that High winds swept through Presbyterian Church starting work had been approved by the
Tetrahydrocannabinol, the most two trailer courts on the Monday, July 19, and continuing state division of industrial
safety. State and federal
active constituent of Marijuana is outskirts of Deslcge, Mo., about through Saturday, July 24.
absorbed by body fat and can 60 miles south of St. Louis, Rev. Vaughn Fults of Nash- officials have to approve a
accumulate in the body like DDT. ripping trailers from their ville, Tenn., will be the evangelist comprehensive safety plan beThis breaks the myth that foundations and leaving only a for the services at 7:30 each fore major construction repairs
evening. The public is invited. can begin.
marijuana is "safe".
(Continued as Page Five)

irre'Departm-ent
Called To Clinic

Pony All-Stars To
Be Announced

Liberty Church To
Have Revival Meet

Many phones out on the north
side of the square, including
those at the Ledger and Times.
So, if you called today and got a
busy signal, it was not the fact
that the phone was busy, but that
it just was not working.
Strangely quiet with the
telephone not ringing every two
minutes.

The Weather
thunscattered
Widely
derstorms today through Friday.
Partly cloudy with little change
in temperatures through Fritlay.
Highs today and Friday in the 80s
north and east to the 90s southwest. Lows tonight in the mid 60s
to low 705.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Kentucky: The extended
outlook, Saturday through
Monday shows a chance of
thundershowers east portion
Saturday and again Monday
Nancy Myers,daughter of N.sod Mrs. A. F.(Skeet) Myers, of Hazel, won first place la the West
Continued warm with highs in the
Kentucky Horseman's Assorted's,Open Horse Show at the Calloway County Fair last night.
mid to upper 80s. Logs is the
Photo by Tubbs Studio
upper 50a to mid-60s.

STORM KNOCKS OUT POWER—Workmen from the Murray
Electric System were out early this morning replacing a power
pole that was knocked down during last night's storm. The pole
can be seen lying on the ground while workmen in the air and on

Shrine Club Will
Meet On Friday
A meeting of the members of
the Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will be held on
Friday at 7:00 in the City Court
Room of the Murray City Hall.
All members are urged to attend
since important business ii to be
discussed.
This will be a business meeting
and the men only will attend. The
regular social meeting will be
held on Saturday July 17.

Rev. L W. Carlin
To Celebrate 50
Years In Ministry

Rev. L. W Carlin, well known
Baptist minister of Western
Kentucky, will celebrate his 50th
year in the ministry at a special
service in his honor on Saturday,
July 24, at 7:30 p.m. at the Ruthvile Baptist Church, Fulton,
where he preached his first
sermon.
The minister has made his
home in Fulton and South Fulton
for the pot few years. He
presently slifves as pastor of a
McCracken County Church.
Rev. Carlin is the father of
James B. Carlin of Murray.
All friends are invited to the
service to hear Rev. Carlin
same pulpit he
The Junior High-Senior High preach from the
entered the
Youth Fellowship of the First occupied when he
ministry.
of
Church
Methodist
United
Murray will meet Sunday
evening, July 18, at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Gene Hendon, 1200
East Dogwood Drive, for dessert
and discussion.
At this meeting, the young
A service of worship will be
people will discuss what they feel
)at
are the most urgent areas of need conducted tonight (Thursday
to which their church can the First Presbyterian Church.
minister in the weeks to come, a leth and Main Streets, at 7:30.
This service is provided
fellowship spokesman said.
especially for those persons in the
community who are unable to
NEw cORPORATION
Oakley Used Cars, Inc. Murray attend church on Sunday yet still
Route Eight has been formed desire an opportunity for worwith Billy R. Oakley as in- ship.
corporator. The firm will be in The theme for these Thursday
the used car business and is evening services is a study of the
Minor Prophets
capitalized at $30,000.

Fellowship Groups
To Meet On Sunday
At Hendon Home

Services Tonight
At Church Here

the ground are busily installing the new pole. This pole was
down next to the Palace Drive-In at Five Points.
Photo by Carlos Bailey

World News In Brief ...
RENEWED AM STRIKES REPORTED
SAIGON—Renewed heavy air strikes in the north of South
Vietnam were reported today by the U.S. command. On the
grind, American GIs returned to ground fighting for the first
time in two weeks,and South Vietnamese forces returned to Fire
Base Fuller,near the Demilitarized Zone, overrun by Communist
troops July 1. Military spokesman also said 29 GIs died last week
in Vietnam.
CONG SAY NIXON DRAGGING FEET
PARIS—The Viet Cong charged at the Vietnam peace talks
today the Nixon administration was dragging its feet on the
Communist peace proposals. At the Western White House in San
Clemente, Calif., meanwhile, Nixon and top policy advisers
continued their consideration of the seven-point peace plan, with
no details on the administration policy reassessment being made
public.
FRESH FIGHTING IN JORDAN
AMMAN—Fresh fighting broke out today between Arab
commandos and soldiers of the Jordanian Army. It was the third
straight day of clashes. In Cairo, the semi-official newspaper Al
Ahram said Egypt is ready to intervenein Jordan to prevent a
"bloodbath." Meanwhile, in Israel, that nation celebrated Air
Force Day, with flyovers, speeches, and an appeal to the United
States to provide more jets.
TELEPHONE WORKERS REMAIN OFF
WASHINGTON—A half-million telephone-workers remained off
their Jobs today, and a union representing 180,000 railroad
workers vowed to strike at least two railroads Friday. Railroad
management spokesman said the strike, by the United Transportation Union, would mean layoffs and pay cuts for workers on
non-struck roads
EARTHQUAKE HITS ITALY
PARMA, Italy—An earthquake rolled through northern Italy
early today, killing at least two perso is, and sending thousands
fleeing in panic. The temblor, which damaged buildings and sent
television antennas swaying, lasted for 30 seconds

ATTEND THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
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Massacre in Laos
North Viets slaughter 51,
mostly women and children

Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
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Heaven Help Us
the first
President Nixon has signed into law
the
since
ation
legisl
nt
oyme
empl
general public
yers
taxpa
cost
WPA projects in the 1930s. It will
two years
about 2.2 billion dollars over the next
than
more
for
jobs
works
c
publi
by providing
150,000 persons.
in our
There are some slight differences when
1930s,
economy now as compared with the
dark
the country was trying to pull itself out of a
U.S.
Total
.
straps
boot
own
its
depression by
n,
billio
$412
budget expenditures in 1933 were
for
de
provi
will
bill
's
only double what Nixon
were
temporary job relief. The unemployed
ing
starv
from
lining up at soup kitchens to keep
at
jobs
l
menia
of
types
and performing all
There
ies.
famil
their
rt
suppo
to
wages
starvation
ay work
was no 40-hour week, much less a 4-d
week.
If the government must now resort to WPA
ence,
projects during times of so-called afflu
.
ssion
depre
er
anoth
of
case
in
us
heaven help

,try

Editor's Note: This special series of articles features some of the mental
health aspects of nursing
homes — information that
is of interest to everyone,
but is of special importance to those individuals
and their families who are
considering and choosing a
nursing home.
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Federal State
Market Report

Land Transfers

Ten Years Ago Today

Mental Health Aspects
of Nursing Homes—I

Mental health plays an important role in the lives of
those in nursing homes and of
their families and friends; and
the mental state of a person
and his family who are considering a nursing home is a
most significant factor.
This is so because mental attitudes and the approach of the
family and the individual to the
nursing home can mean a great
deal for the future happiness
of both the person going into
the home and his family.
Knowing some of the key
things about life in nursing
homes is, therefore, essential to
developing the positive kind of
outlook that can make the difference between happy stay in
a home — and one of utter
misery.
For example, the key figure
in the lives of most residents
of a nursing home is the administrator. He sets the emotional torte of their care and
their surroundings.
Even the way the administrator looks and acts is a kind
of model for the staff and is
an influence upon the residents,
too. If the administrator is
cordial and helpful, the staff
will tend to be the same. The
residents will also reflect his
cheerfulness and helpfulness.
Like the staff, the furnishings

rs massacred
SAIGON (UPI): North Vietnamese soldie
and wiped out
51 civilians, mostly women and childrofen,
the Plain of Jars
much of an undefended village north
public today.
in Laos, according to an official report made
ay when
The slaughter was discovered last Saturd
the U. S. Central
Meo tribesmen, trained and financed by in the Vientiane
Intelligence Agency entered the village Plain, military
government's new drive to retake the
sources said.
tne villagers
The charred and mutilated bodies of of Phou Bia,
were strewn around the refugee village
the sources
where 70 homes were found gutted by fire,
said.
when the ComThe closest Laotian troops to Phou Bia at
Phou VIeng,
were
9
June
village
the
ed
attack
s
munist
said.
s
source
west,
the
to
miles
five
raid, the Pathet
One week after the North Vietnamese that
"scores of
report
a
ast
broadc
radio
la
guerril
Lao
ngs deenemy troops were annihilated and 70 dwelli
.
troops
nist
Commu
by
"
troyed
Phouma is reThe government of Prince Souvanna ationa
l Control
ported preparing to protest to the Intern
entatives of
repres
ising
'compr
body
a
(ICC),
ssion
Commi
e peace in
India. Canada and Poland created to overse
Indochina.
and decorations of a nursing
home mirror the administrator's
principles and practices of resident care. What the residents
need are surroundings that are
both stimulating and homelike.
Pictures are appropriate, and,,
residents are more likely to feel
most at ease with the kind
of landscapes, domestic Wean,
and flower pictures with which
they have been familiar all their
lives. Likewise, insofar as poesible, they might be provided
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Pass the Jug, Pa
To protect product purity,
nickel stainless steel is used extensively in the bottling department of the biggest cider manufacturer in the world, H. P. Butmer Ltd. in the United Kingdom,
The company's new bottling line,
which fills 12,000 bottles per
hour, has all surfaces in contact
with the cider made of Type 310
stainless steel, containing 10 per

homey cent nickel,
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20 Years Ago Today
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SKYVUE DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Hwy 79-t (Lake Hiway) Paris, Tennessee

* FIRST DRIVE-IN SHOWING *
At the all new remodeled Skyvue, where only
the best is shown. Wall-to-wall carpet throughout
our concession building, First Drive-In showing of
the biggest picture of the year, "LOVE STORY",
at regular admission...Adults 11.25; Children
under 12 years, FREE. So bring the family to the
Skyvue at Paris, Tenn., one of West Tennessee's
finest Drive-In Theatres.

SHOWING FOR 14 BIG NIGHTS
Starting July 8 thru July 21stl
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Baseball
Standings

Sports Parade

Major League Pennant Races
Resume This Afternoon, Night

Major League Standings
By United Press International
remain rooted anywhere, much
(Reg. US. Pat. OM)
American League
less remain anywhere and keep By United Press International NL West.
MILTON RICHMAN
By
turning the pre-season dope
East
losing money?
The major league pennant Most baseball men at the All- inside out, won't worry until the
UPI Sports Writer
W. L. Pct. GB
YORK (UPI)—Bob Short contends he'd like to races resume Thursday after- Star game though that only the Minnesota Twins move int0
NEW
55 32 .632 .
By JOE CARNICF1.11
to two in a scrimmage. Creston Baltimore
Washington Senators' keep the Senators where they noon and night with the big Red Sox and Dodgers had position for a challenge. That,
the
Short,
49 37 .570 51
2
/
UPI Sports Writer
Whitaker, a basketball player Boston
strapped ()staler, has are
question whether there really chances to create serious however, seems unlikely inasfinancially
2
/
47 39 .547 71
Opponents of the Los Angeles from North Texas State, caught Detroit
"We'll keep doing everything will be a race in any of the four pennant races.
everything.
tried
much as the Twins are 15
2
/
41 47 466 141
Rams who felt they had trouble four passes for 101 yards, New York
everything," he to make it work in Washing- divisions.
The Orioles were expected to games behind the Athletics and
mean
I
And
38 51 .427 18
coping with one Olsen now have including a 64-yard TD pass Cleveland
given away free ton." he says. "We still have
Four strong front-runners— have the AL East race wrapped are scrambling for pitching on
2 says. "We've
1
34 52 395 20/
Washington
another to contend with.
from Dumrnit.
2 game a day-to-day basis.
1
Honolulu, new cars, some promotions we haven't &E Baltimore Orioles, Oakland up by now and their 5/
to
trips
West
The Rams, in a rebuilding The Detroit Lions dropped
helmets, T-shirts, tried. Like hot pants night. Athletics, Pittsburgh Pirates lead is not impressive. But
pantyhose,
The rat-tat-tat attack of the
W. L. Pct. GB
new
coach five draft choices after they
process under
caps, banners, pennants, ooppir Finley tried it and drew 44,000 and San Francisco Giants—lead Carly Yastrzemski and Billy Pirates is unlikely to diminish
56 31 .644
Tommy Prothro, Wednesday failed to pass physicals. Includ- Oakland
2 Conigliaro leading the opposing and poses an almost-impossible
1
bracelets, lapel flags and Frank people in Oakland. It ought to the respective divisions by 5/
43 41 .512 11
signed Phil Olsen, a former All ed were Herman Franklin, the Kansas City
gloves trying to go great in Washington. I hope games or more and seem to be factions, and do not appear problem for the Mets and Cubs
batting
Howard
2
/
41 46 471 151
America defensive lineman at No. 6 pick from Southern Minnesota
people in our ballpark. I've there is some solution for us to in stronger positions for the equipped to mount a big to overcome. The Mets problem
2 get
/
42 50 456 161
Utah State, after he found a California, and the No. 11, 12, California
done anything I thought would remain in Washington. Lord second half of the season than challenge.
is offensive and the Cubs is
17
447
47
38
legal loophole in his contract 13 and 14 choices, Phil Webb of Chicago
Dodgers have cut into pitching. Both the Mets and
even suggested knows, I've done everything they were for the first half.
The
Somebody
help.
37 48 435 18
with the New England Patriots Colorado, David Abercrombie Milwaukee
our ball club go out there and humanly possible."
At the All-Star break, the early San Francisco leads a Cubs also appear to have
of Tulane, Bill Pilconis of
and became a free agent.
What about Ted Williams?
play a game topless."
Orioles led the Boston Red Sox half dozen times in the first internal difficulties involving
Pitchers
Probable
Today's
of
Lorenz
Olsen had been the first draft Pittsburgh and Tom
would
What about him?" asks by 5/
2 games in the American half of the season but have the direction of the teams by
1
Detroit (Coleman 8-6) at "You wouldn't do that,
pick of the then Boston Patriots Iowa State.
you?" a guy asked the Short. "He's in the third year League East, the Athletics had fallen short in key games. The managers Gil Hodges and Leo
night.
8-0),
(Dobson
Oakland
last year but missed the entire The Dallas Cowboys cut 10
2 game,lead over the Giants are always suspect off DurOcher, respectively.
/
(McDowell 8-8) at Senators' imaginative always of a five-year contract. We're an 111
season when he sustained a free agents from their rookie Cleveland
amiable head man during the closer friends than we've ever Kansas City Royals in the AL their history of finishing second
3-3),
City
(Splittorff
Kansas
knee injury while training for roster, including quarterback
been. I feel it's a tragedy that I West, the Pirates had opened so many times in the last
All-Star break.
Ed Perry of Buffalo and the night.
tke College All Star Game.
"I
said.
haven't been able to give hir9 up a 10-game margin over both decade but their lead is RYUN THIRD
Short
Bob
"No,"
at
8-9)
(Pattin
Milwaukee
Olsen, a 6-foot-5, 265-pounder, New York Jets dropped four
would never do anything that's better ballplayers."
the New York Mets and substantial and they have star OSLO (UPI)—Jim Ryun of
9-5).
(
New
York
Stottlemyre
will join brother Merlin, a rookies—Greg Flasks of WesShort says he'd make the Chicago Cubs in the National pitchers like Juan Marichal and Wichita, Kan., who finished last
not dignified."
at
4-6)
(Horlen
Chicago
veteran stalwart of the Rams' tern Michigan, Jim Lough of
6-10), Short lost $600,000 running the deal for Denny McLain again. League East and the Giants Gaylord Perry to help protect ma mile race in Stockholm last
Washington (Bosman
"Fearsome Foursome", after Ouac iferson
week, placed third in the 800
Senators his first year in 1969, The same goes for Curt Flood, had a six-game advantage over it.
night.
turning down offers from 19 and defensive end Bubba Smith
dropped a million last year and whom he'd take back again in a the Los Angeles Dodgers in the
The Athletics, with Vida Blue meters race Wednesday night
12-8)
at
(Perry
Minnesota
were listed as holdouts as the
other teams.
in an international track and
figures he'll go for another minute.
Boston (Tiant 0-3), night.
"I'm flattered by the number Baltimore Colts reported to
meet at Bislett Stadium.
field
night
one
in
all
this
up
All
stayed
year.
"I
this
million
Baltimore (Boswell 1-2) at
of teams which contacted my camp and Cyril Pinder, PhiRyun, with a clocking of
trying to speak with him on the
perfectly dignified fashion.
(May
4-5),
night.
California
representative," said Olsen. ladelphia's leading rusher last
1:49.6, finished behind Tom
A couple of weeks back an telphone," says the Washington
Friday's Games
"The two main reasons why we season, said he is playing out
von Ruden of the United States
hotel
the
called
called
was
"I
meeting
owner.
emergency
night
Oakland,
at
Detroit
selected the Rams were, first, his option with the Eagles Bait at Calif, night
and Chris Fisher of Austria,
in Detroit and the baseball where I knew he was in Spain.
we looked over the immediate because of salary differences.
who won with a time of 1:47.0.
that Over a period of one week I
who attended
people
Clevel at Kan City, night
attd long range futures of the Joe Zigulich, a center from Chicago at Wash, night
meeting did the same thing called 30 times and left
teams and the offers, and, Northwestern, became the New Milw at New York, night
baseball people always do in messages urging Flood to call NEW YORK (UPI)—New meeting in New York, presumsecondly, while there were York Giants' first dropout when Minnesota at Boston, night
with Jersey officials have reportedly baly with the Giants represenMolding a Better Pop
any crisis. They formed a me back. I spoke
some negatives, I felt this he informed Coach Alex Webeverybody at the hotel. The drawn up the contract and are tatives.
three-man committee.
Germany,they're using elecIn
would be a fine opportunity to ster he was leaving camp.
This committee has been manager, the telephone opera- now hoping the New York
source could troformed pure nickel to make
the
However,
League
National
Davis,
Steve
learn from my brother, who's Running back
given the job of looking into tor and the concierge but never football Giants will sign it, not confirm that the treasurer molds for ice-cream pops. The
East
smooth surface and quick chill'
had 10 years experience in the Pittsburgh's No. 3 draft choice
W. L. Pet GB Washington's problems and the with Flood. I wanted him back; bringing big-league sports to had actually held the meeting. ing characteristics of nickel help
from Delaware State, was
league.
his
back;
Bowie
him
Kuhn,
who
wanted
are
Williams
it
is
on
men
McCrane
As state treasurer,
New Jersey.
57 31 .648
speed production and improve
'`The negatives are the hospitalized idenfinitely with a Pittsburgh
used to work behind the teammates wanted him back. New Jersey officials Wednes- authorized to negotiate and sign the product's appearance.
46 40 .535 10
New York
pressure of being the brother of foot injury.
scoreboard in Washington, Joe But other than that wire he day maintained an official the contract.
47 41 .534 10
Chicago
such a great player and having
Cronin, who once managed originally sent I've had no silence in the face of persistent,
A spokesman for the Giants
11
.523
42
46
Louis
St.
people expect too much."
Washington and Bob Short, who communication from him since but unconfirmed reports that an said club president Wellington
2
1
/
18
.438
50
39
Paint Without Taint
Philadelphia
Three defensive line slots are
needs another job in Washing- the day he left."
agreement to bring the Giants Mara did not meet with the
34 54 .38623
Pigments used in the popular
Montreal
taken—those held by Deacon
Flood's sudden flight from to the Garden State was New Jersey delegation Wednes- automotive paint colors — red,
ton like he needs a fungus in
West
Ames, Coy Bacon and Merlin
the Senators and the country imminent.
his bread box.
day, but added it was possible scarlet, maroon and violet — are
GB
Pct.
L.
W.
, and the younger Olsen
stabilized with nickel chemicals
The word is running around certainly didn't do anything to Informed sources revealed that club lawyers did.
San Francisco 55 35 .611 ...
ill battle Rick Cash, Dick
now that Short will grab his hat help Short's financial status, that the New Jersey Sports
"Our position is the same as against light deterioration Some
6
.544
41
49
Angeles
Los
the
for
ey and Bill Nelson
15,000 pounds of nickel were
Authority has advanced to the it has been the past few
43 44 .494 10k-2 and head for Dallas right after either.
Houston
urth slot.
this season and that nine of the If you really want to know point of drawing up a proposed weeks," the spokesman said. used for this purpose in 1970.
12
.478
48
44
Atlanta
The Rams now must compen
other 11 American League what kind of a man Bob Short contract. However, there was "Our lawyers are looking for
41 51 .446 15
Cincinnati
te the Patriots, presumably
owners have given him their is though, maybe this will tell no confirmation if the authority the lease and we're waiting to FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
22
.367
57
33
Diego
San
'th a No. 1 draft choice next
votes already to move his you.
and the Giants had indeed hear from them."
USE KERATOLYT1C ACTION
Today's Probable Pitchers
He still likes Curt Flood.
franchise. Only the Orioles and
BOSTON (UPI)—The nearBECAUSE—
affixed their signatures to it
9-7)
(Wise
at
Philadelphia
it sloughs all and dissolves affected
Yankees are said to be opposed.
Elsewhere in the pro football fatal injury Tony Conigliaro
yet.
skin. Esite•es direpset infectient to its
Short said this is all patent TOP KEGMAN
ps, veteran tight end Fred suffered almost four years ago Chicago (Hands 9-9).
action. Get quick-drying T-4-L..
killing
-The only blank in the
(Roberts 7-9) at
Diego
San
keratolytie. at any drug counter.
•
City
Kansas
nonsense.
rbanas of the
may have finally ended his
for
place
the
relief or veer Sec back. NOW
Ohio
besides
FAST
AKRON,
Gems
will
produce
contract,
(UPI)—Johnny
Screen
5-6), night.
Chiefs announced his retire- stormy career as one of Pittsburgh (Johnson
HOLLAND DRUG CO.
any votes that_I Petraglia of Brooklyn, N.Y., signatures, sources said, was Icon Vris' novel'AA VII."
have
9-6)
at
(Osteen
don't
"I
Angeles
Los
ment necause .•41„a ja0..)pies lidiaitbaLl's- • most promising
qi...Ill* 4
t...4.1o,
...tr tar aih4Nr
vrommwor
mimosa
_Isetww &boat because I've never continued this week, as the Sac.date.. tba.troveth, ris,. etas
erwimew!rarr itir'
Yon44,8ingters.,
leader in the Official monerbprinted on it.
any2-2
before
Montreal
(Strohmayer
question
the
andimt
played much f'NA' 'career The 211-year-old Conigliaro
ever do standings of the Professional There was the possibility that •••••••••••••••••••••
without one eye, which he lost revealed Wednesday that an Stoneman 10-9) at St. Louis body, and when and If I
announcement of an agreement
and Reuss 8-8), 2, I don't think anybody could Bowlers Association.
•
when he was assaulted on a examination of the left eye he (Carlton 12-5
Petraglia, who has competed was being held up until New•
would
vote
Twi-night.
the
what
predict
City street by two men. almost lost on Aug. 18, 1967
•
in 21 tournaments, leads the top Jersey Gov. William
•
Kent McCloughan, the veter- showed a deterioration in his San Francisco (Marichal 10-5) be."
•
traditionalists 20 PBA bowlers with earnings returned to his desk.
•
cornerback traded from vision that would make hitting at Cincinnati (Gullett 9-3), Some staunch
of $72,338.
The governor, one of the
a
maintain
•
must
night.
baseball
claim
kland to Los Angeles, did not a pitched baseball "difficult if
•
44mime movers in the quest to
New York (Williams 3-3) at franchise in Washington bert to the Rams' camp and not impossible."
bring the Giants to New Jersey,•
Houston (Forsch 5-2), night.
cause after all it is the nation's SOUNER NAMED
dicated he may retire.
•
Only a second "miraculous
has been home all week•
baseball
NORMAN,
Okla.
(UP!)—
hasn't
Games
Friday's
and
capital
standout
Dennis Dummit, a
recovery" would allow the
•
recuperating from a virus.
Wade
H.
national
the
Walker,
48-yearnight
at
the
San
Pitts,
Diego
been
•
always
a collegian who was not California Angels' outfielder to
M.
Joseph
Treasurer
State
old
flaws
former
has
•
Sooner
All-America,
at
night
St.
Mont
theory
Louis,
pastime? This
*rafted, completed five of eight continue as an active player
such was named athletic director at McCrane Jr., a member of the
no
night8
LA
Atlanta,
is
at
really
There
it.
in
the
as
yards
114
passes for
according to a report filed .17
according to the
thing as must. What court will the University of Oklahoma authority, was,
ttams rookies outscored the San Dr. Charles D. J. Regan, tile San Fran at Cinc, night
to attend a
supposed
sources,
must
Wednesday.
Y
N
organization
at
night
Houston,
or
say a man
iego rookies three touchdowns eye specialist who two years
Philadelphia at Chicago
ago classified Tony's sight
recovery as a miracle unprecedented in his medical experPAN AM LEADERS
ience.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Jackson
The doctor's report, contained
In a letter to Tony and made Todd of the University of
public by the player's attorney, Oklahoma and Jay Smith
served as an explanation for combined for a two-hitter
Conigliaro's sudden decision to Tuesday to lead the touring
quit the Angels last weekend. United States PAN American
Dr. Regan's latest examina- baseball team to a 5-0 victory
•3 Miles From Murray on the Mayfield Highway
tion, carried out on Tuesday, over the Atlantic Collegiate
•
confirmed Tony's repeated con- League all-stars.
Dave is mild-mannered and
unbecoming a pro and later
By FRANK MACOMBER
tention that he was not seeing Jerry Tabb of Tulsa Universisued the PGA for a million dol- soft-spoken on the course. He
Copley News Service
belted
who
baseman
first
a
ty,
*
the ball as well as he had when
lars, on grounds his rights had often smiles, but is dead serhe made his dramatic come- two homers in the three games, Like most other professional been violated. That suit is ious about his golf game. MarTHURSDAY, JULY 15, 1971
back with the Red Sox in 1969. and John Currado, a second sports, golf has its good and pending and Hill has been ried and the father of three
Tony narrowly escaped death baseman from New York bad guys. Dave Hill, a 34-year- slapped with a one-year proba- small children, Hill wants to
1:00 P.M. — Kiddies Day
play so long as golf remains
GENERAL ADMISSION
when he was hit in the face by University, were named the old Jackson, Mich., shot tion.
P.M. — Orsa Lia
8:00
Why all the sound and fury to play to him, not work.
a Jack Hamilton pitch, then of most valuable players during the maker, doesn't seem to mind
lot
a
practice
I
series.
though
three-game
''Even
career
12-year
a
threaten
club,
the same California
wearing the black hat. In fact,
obviously so I'll be able to play like Sam
Dave
nearly four years earlier.
he seems to relish his develop- which
Snead when I'm his age, when
FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1971
ing role as pro golf's had boy. cherishes?
Idled for the rest of Boston's
golf becomes work, Dave Hill
in
cast
be
to
just
"I
1969
happened
COMPLETE
in
DRAFT
Dave
fine
A
golfer,
1967,
in
run
pennant
dramatic
6:00 tit 10:00 p.m.
10:00 A.M. — Beef Cattle Shows
Tony tried to make a comeback PITTSBURGH (UPI) — The won the Vardon Trophy for the role of bad guy," he ex- will quit." he says. "I hate
Includes
for
work
not
is
golf
but
7:30 P.M. — Motorcycle Races
work,
it's
detrifeel
"I
don't
Plains.
scorcompleted
lowest
having the year's
for the world series and again Pittsburgh Steelers
me."
Gunfights
the following spring but was the signing of their 1971 draft ing average on the tour. Fie mental to pro golf.
Hill has physical and psy"Golf needs color. Tommy
forced to sit out the 1968 choices Tuesday when they played 90 rounds at an average
Medicine Show
problems about
winchological
Open
Bolt
U.S.
onetime
won
of
round
Brown
of
Larry
end
70.344
per
strokes
tight
linked
season.
which the public knows little. In
three tournaments and wound ner) had a"bad temper, but he
RoPaul
placekicker
Kansas,
20
to
hit
back
He
came
Table Top Mysteries
up second highest money added color to the game and hit recent years, he has suffered a
homers and bat .255 in 1969, gers of Nebraska, defensive
weight loss as the tour goes into
earner with $156,423 take-home a ball better than anybody.
Ride Tickets for $ 00
Western
of
Wringer
Museums
Mike
and hit 36 home runs with a back
its good guys, the second half of the year.
has
"Pro
golf
pay.
Walt
back
.266 batting average in 1970 Illinois and defensive
"I've always been a highA high-strung, sometimes too, like Palmer, Nicklaus,
Crafts Area
sponsored by
before being traded to the Huntley of Trinity.
emotional fellow, Dave has had Casper and Player. It used to strung person," he explains.
the
to
named
was
also
Brown
eat
don't
I
tour,
on
I'm
50 Shops & Buildings Angels in a widely-unpopular
"When
GOLDEN
EMPIRE SHOWS
And
Nelson.
have
VINSON
Hogan
and
still
and
his troubles on the tour
college all-star team for its
six-player deal last October.
regularly. If I eat breakfast, I
-fused then it had Bolt."
short
a
is
by
plagued
Mr. Vinson, owner & manager
Insisting that he had known July 30 game against the temperament. Last year he
Tommy, now in his mid-50s, get indigestion. So I eat once a
his vision was deteriorating, Baltimore Colts in Chicago.
criticized the golf course at had a temper so hot it seemed day — at night. Then someTony said he had kept the
A 1971 Datsun will
Cliaska, Minn., where he fin- to wilt the turf at times. Some- times I don't even finish dinner."
matter a secret for several
ished in the U.S. Open second times he tossed clubs and
be given away
Hill's weight drops from his
weeks but was not surprised by SEDANS OKAY
to Britisher Tony Jacklin, cussed. But he played great
pasture golf and still does, often finish- normal 155 to about 130 pounds
the medical finding.
m ig otherto
BEACH, Fla. likening
DAYTONA
Saturday Night,
ing high up in the tough compe- late in the tour. Last year he
4 mi. SW Ky. Dam
things.
(UPI)—Sports sedans from the among
on the course
out"
"blacked
the
of
GOODBYE AL
golf
today.
titive
pro
with
bad
in
got
Dave
That
July
17, 1971
Grand American division of the
Hwy. 641
)upi)—Al
Dave is not so loud as Tommy several times. Doctors have
Manchester, n.h
National Association for Stock Professional GolferS' Associahe
head
when
more
eat
to
him
is
told
the
he
years
But
22
in
heyday.
espewas
his
for
Open Daily-Noon10:00 Grenert, coach at St. An- Car Auto Racing (NASCAR) tion's Players Division, to re- more frank in his criticism of plays golf every day.
basketball
will be allowed to compete in cially when he refused
Like most highly temperaClosed Mondays
swelm's College, announced his the nine remaining grand cant his words later. Indeed. some PGA rules.
mental
people in public life,
Billy
and
the
post
The
he
day
other
the
thought
from
other
players
resignation
national short-track races this
Hill says the sports writers
•
unfairly in Casper were invited to play
played
course
Wednesday.
season.
don't understand him.
nothing small parts in a Walt Disney
said
they
sports,
but
Grenert, who guided, the
The ruling clears the way for
•114
guess the only people who
Production Dave was asked
•det'
Hawks to 19 winning seasons, Mustang, Javelins, Cameros, about it publicly.
t;
about
me
really
write
could
ball
5.‘‘\
had
he
a
role
what
tossed
Dave
this
This
year
"alleviate
cited a desire to
Firebirds, Barracudas and oth47
and
"I don't know," he grinned. would be my wife (Virginia)
financial burden" from the er "ponies" to race against the out of a trap with his hand
and a football coach I had when
deliberately signed an incor- "Probably the bad guy. with
of
letter
his
in
college
big grand national cars on rect scorecard in one tourney
I was a kid in Michigan," he
Casper as the good guy Anyresignation to dean of students tracks under a mile long.
says
be fun "
conduct
it
how,
will
for
He
1500
was
fined
Rev. Finbar °Mahoney.
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Miss Barbara Susan Rose Exchanges Vows FBIRTHSA Plans Completed By
With Kenneth Paul Bucy In Ceremony At Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Parker of Shelia Harrell For
Murray Route Two are the
Thursday, July LS
parents of a baby girl, Melissa Saturday Wedding
Oak Grove Presbyterian Church
The
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
,10, weighing seven pounds two

Tea Shower Held At
Holiday Inn For
Deena Edmonds

Mrs. J. B. Burka's% • • •

Ift=W

Miss Deena Edmonds was Order of the Eastern Star will
complimented prior to her meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
marriage to James Pat Scott with p.m.
a lovely tea shower held in the
Red Room of the Holiday Inn on The Business and Professional
Saturday, June 19, from two to Women's Club will meet at
eve o'clock in the afternoon.
Captain's Kitchen at 6:30 p.m.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mesdames Paul
Sunday School
Grogen, Pat Coleman, Thomas The Dorcas
First Baptist anirch
the
of
Class
Scruggs, Johnny Kelso, Calvin
a luncheon at the
Scott, Darrell Clark, Paul Max will have
Smorgasbord at
House
Colonial
Wilson, Ora Lee Farris, and
pm.
12:30
Everett Harrell.
Receiving the guests with the
Sunday, July 111
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Billy Edmonds, her mother-in- Mr. and Mrs. Cloys M. Farris
law to be, Mrs. James Scott, her will celebrate their 50th wedding
sister, Miss Debbie Edmonds, anniversary with an open house
1
2 mile
her grandmothers, Mrs. Lowry at their home, located /
Parker and Mrs. Buel Edmonds, east of Taylor's Store, from two
and the groom-elect's grand- to five p.m. All friends and
mothers, Mrs. Mary Boyd and relatives are invited.
Mrs. Cora Scott.
Monday, July 19
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her treesepau a lovely Murray Chapter of National
yellow dotted swiss dress with Secretaries Association will have
empire waist and a hostesses' gift a dinner meeting at seven p.m. at
corsage of yellow butterfly roses South Side Restaurant.
and gardenias. Mrs. Edmonds,
her mother, wore a melon knit
Wednesday, July 21
dress and Mrs. Scott, groomelect's mother, wore a mint green The Oaks Country Club will
silk dress. Both had corsages of have its ladies invitational golf
white cymbidium orchids. Her tournament. Entries including
sister was attired in a Valeria the six dollar fee for the noon
printed dress and a corsage of luncheon should be made with
white carnations with valeria Saundra Edwards, phone 4892643, or by mail to Route 2, Box
ribbon.
Each of the grandmothers wore 162, Murray, Ky.
a hostesses' gift corsage of
gardenias.
(David HE Oslo)
The beautifully appointed tea
table was draped in yellow satin
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Paul Bucy
centered with the silver punch
smilax
garlands
of
and
bowl with
The Oak Grove Cumber
ce_ssories and white carnations
yellow daisies around the punch
Presbyterian Church was
were used for her corsage.
bowl and extending to the cansetting for the wedding of
Grandparents attending the
delabra on each side holding Miss Nancy Roberts, July 24th Barbara Susan Rose and K
wedding were Mrs. Dallas Bucy,
arrangements of the same bride-elect of Joe Thurman, was Paul Bucy on Sunday, June 27, a Mrs. H. W. Rose, and Julian
flowers and burning tapers. the honoree at a delightfully three o'clock in the afternoon. Hughes with the ladies having
Nosegays of daisies were placed planned breakfast held at the
The bride is the daughter of Mr corsages of white carnations and
at the corners and sides of the Holiday Inn on Saturday, July and Mrs. Roy G. Rose of Kirkse Mr. Hughes a white carnation
table.
10th, at nine-thirty o'clock in the and the groom is the son of Mr boutonnier.
Guests signed the register with morning.
and Mrs. Woodrow Bucy of
Reception
the plume pen at the table draped The gracious hostesses for the Bluff Shores, New Concord.
Following the ceremony the
In yellow and centered with an occasion were Mrs. L. K.
Rev. Loyd Wilson, uncle of the bride's parents were hosts for the
arrangement of yellow daisies. Pinkley, Mrs. Raymond Wrather, bride, performed the double ' reception held in the fellowship
Wm Kim Edmonds, younger Mrs. Paul Bailey, and Mrs. Cleo ceremony at the altar decorat hall of the church.
sister of the honoree, assisted in Grogan.
in the yellow and white cobo The bride's table was overlaid
the entertaining.
For the event the honoree chose scheme. The wrought iron
with a white linen cloth under
The gifts were displayed for the to wear from her trousseau a was entwined with yellow claisi yellow net with nosegays
of
guests to view including the beige dress fashioned with long and floral greenery and on ei
daisies placed at points. Adorhostesses' gift of an electric sleeves. Her hostesses' gift side were tall white col
ning the table was an
totter to the torids-etect.
corsage was of white roses ac- holding baskets of white glad
arrangement ot daisies and
Two hundred persons called or cented in yellow.
and daisies. A white lea
snapdragons, along with the
sent gifts during the afternoon Mrs. Tax Roberts, mother of prayer stool was placed in
tiered wedding cake topped with
hours.
the honoree, wore a blue dress archway. Potted palms corn a bride and groom
statuette and
while Mrs. Ames Thurman, pleted the decor. White sa the
crystal punch bowl.
mother of the groom-elect, at- bows marked the family pews. Mrs. Norville
Cole, Mrs. Louis
tired in a brown dress. Both wore
Mrs. Donnie Yarbrough, sist Hall, Mrs. Jack Lancaster, Mrs.
hostesses' gift corsages of pink of the groom, asked the guests Billy Qtildress,
and Mrs. Oscar
roses.
sign the register.
Lindsey, all aunts of the bride,
The
bride-elect
was
presented
A program of nuptial musi presided at the beaitufully apANN ARBOR,Mich.(UPI)—
Electric hot trays, the kind with a carving set as a wedding was presented by Mrs. Nancy pointed serving table.
used to keep hors d'oeuvres gift from the hostesses
Lindsey, cousin of the bride, Rice bags of yellow and green
The tables were overlaid with pianist, and Oscar Lindsey, uncle were
warm, are being used by two
distributed to the guests by
radiologists here to keep tiny white cloths with a special of the bride, vocalist, who sang Misses Molly Childress,
Carol
babies warm during examina- decorative arrangement being of "Whither Thou Goest" preceding Childress,
Mary Lancaster,
tions in an air-conditioned zinnias. Place cards in the the ceremony and "The Lord's Rebecca
lAndsey, Jennifer
x-ray department.
wedding motif were used.
Prayer" during the ceremony. Lindsey, and Lori Yarbrough.
Some x-ray procedures reCovers were laid for Mrs. Cook
Bride's Dress
After the reception the couple
quire up to a half-hour to Sanders, Mrs. James Brown, Given in
marriage by her left for an unannounced wedding
complete, during which a pre- Mrs. James W. Parker, Mrs. Joe father,
the bride was lovely in a trip with the bride wearing a
mature or sick full-term baby's Fridy, Mrs. Grogan Roberts,
formal gown of white bridal satin navy blue knit dress and the
temperature can drop two to Mrs. Bill Thurman, Mrs. Clyde
five degrees or more in 70- Jones, Mrs. Frank Roberts, Mrs. with a lace overlay panel edged corsage from her bridal bouquet.
in ruffle trim adorning the front. Mr. and Mrs. Bucy are now at
degree air conditioning.
Vernon Roberts, Mrs. Hollis The "empire look" gown
was home on Murray Route One. Mrs.
ii"Such cooling," say Drs. Roberts, Mrs.
Gene Roberts, the fashioned with short set-in Bury is a
Donald E. Newman and And- honoree,
graduate of Calloway
the mothers, and the sleeves, stand up collar, and an
rew K. Poananaki, of C.S.
County High School and attended
hostesses.
inverted pleat at center back Murray State University. Mr.
Mott Children's Hospital, "is
which continued into the chapel Bucy, a graduate of Calloway
detrimental to a sick newborn
length train. The streamers of the County High School, is employed
and could even be fatal, since
large satin bow attached to the at the Murray Division of
it may be associated with a
Flowery Garnish
the
variety of metabolii stresses."
Decorate your summer salad back bodice extended the length Tappan Company.
Two buffet warmers, their
plates with fresh green onions. of the train.
Out of town wedding guests
surfaces insulated with hard- It's simple—cut the green onions
Her bridal bouquet was of were Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Rose,
ware cloth, are held in a frame Into three to four inch lengths. white roses and baby's breath Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Bahrke,
on either side of the child. The
Trim the base'slightly and with accented with white ribbon tied in Mrs.
Jack Lancaster and
trays are required and safety
a sharp knife slit the onions ver- love knots which she carried on a
children, and Mrs. Doug Wood.
grounded. With the trays in
tically about four times, leaving white Bible.
Rehearsal Dinner
use, five of nine babies showed
a one-Inch base. Drop them into
Miss Elizabeth Nance, maid of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Bucy,
00 drop in temperature and
ice water and they'll curl up, honor,
wore a full length gown of parents of the groom, entertained
bur a drop of only one degree. giving you curly flowers to
yellow flocked dotted swiss with a rehearsal dinner
on
freshen the look of any salad.
fashioned with an empire Saturday evening, June
26, at
The
mild
flavor
of
the
green
takes
It
1,000 gallons of
••••
waistline featuring trim of yellow their home at Pine Bluff
Shores
:water to produce one quart of onions adds taste appeal when velvet ribbon. The
short cape Subdivision on Kentucky Lake.
the onions are chopped into sal:milk.
sleeves corresponded with the The guests were seated
ads, too.
at the
floppy brim of the summer long table centered
with an
garden hat which was accented arrangement of gladioli
for the
with yellow velvet streamers. dinner. Covers were
laid for
Short white gloves completed the twenty-three persons.
attire.
The bridal couple presented
Serving as bridesmaid was gifts to their attendants.
Miss Martha Beale. Her outfit
was identical to that of the honor
Froni the .ide panel of a
attendant.
Both Miss Nance and Miss cereal box: "Eating a het of
Beale carried nosegays of yellow food does riot mean good nu•
trition. Eating the right fond
daisies and baby's breath
Serving as best man for Mr. di a,'"
a
a
Bucy was Terry Smith. Buddy
Effective July IS. the City Street Department
hen .horying for an airBybee served as groomsman
will no longer pick up tree limbs and old building
while Donnie
Yarbrough, dluiditioner. avo•I buying a
brother-in-law of the groom, and unit ioo large for
home.
materials, but will continue to pick up shrubbery
Mickey Rose, brother of the -lid) a unit would he ineffictrimmings. Grass clippings, leaves, etc., should
ient, would riot scay on !ono!
bride, were ushers.
be placed in boxes or other containers for easy
For her daughter's wedding, iii.'ugh to lower hiimidity. and
handling.
Mrs. Rose chose to wear a dress r, ..•111 III a told, clammy feeling.
It is the desire of the City to continue the curb
of aqua lace over taffeta
* *
featuring long sleeves of aqua
. pick-up service. However, personnel antt
lilt:Wig Ilk Mill
chiffon. She completed her outfit
equipment limitations prevent the pick-up of tree
.1,
11 nuns Iu.lp
relieve tickling
with white accessories and a tit
I h. litrioal lint it %lunarl mit
limbs and old building materials
corsage of white carnations.
lie mistaken au.' a medicine to
Mrs. Bucy, mother of the
ore a, 1.1r, throat, :1i-tontine
groom, wore a light blue dress of hi
the
'\nierican I tents,
double knit with beige ac-

Bridal Breakfast
Given In Honor Of
Miss Nancy Roberts

Food trays
in new use
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Miss Shelia Harrell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Everett
Harrell of Murray, has completed plans for her wedding to
Barry Cain, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Cain of Kirksey.
The ceremony will be held on
Saturday, July 17, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
sanctuary of the Kirksey Baptist
Church with Rev. David
Brashear officiating at the double
ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Betty
Dale, organist, and Mrs. Edgar
Harrell and Miss Cathey Harrell
of Rock Island, Ell., vocalists.
Gina Renee is the name chosen Miss Harrell will be given in
by Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harris of marriage by her father. Her
Murray Route Six for their baby attendants will be Miss Cindy
girl, weighing seven pounds three Harrell, her sister, as maid of
ounces, born on Monday, July 12, honor, and Mrs. Pat Scott and
at 8:06 am. at. the Murray- Miss Shelia Cunningham as
bridesmaids.
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at The flower girls will be Misses
the Murray Division of the Michelle and Tina Gay Harrell,
sisters of the bride-elect.
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ruby Serving as best man for Mr.
Harris of Murray and Mr. and Cain will be his father, Jack Cain.
Mrs. Dale Tucker of Kirksey. Groomsmen will be Charles
Rushing and Joe Green, and the
A baby boy, James Kevin. ushers will be Darrell Cain,
weighing six pounds fourteen brother of the groom-elect, and
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Bartell.
James D. Hopkins of Murray Following the ceremony a
Route Two on Monday, July 12, at reception will be held at the
5:45,p.m. at the Murray-Calloway church.
All friends and relatives are
County Hospital.
They have another son, Ricky invited to attend the wedding and
Dale, age 51
/
2, and a daughter the reception.
Kimberly Dawn, age 3/
1
2. lb(
father is employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company
Most dry cleaning establishGrandparents are Mr.and Mrs ments add a moth-proofing
Noble Hopkins of Murray Rout( material to their cleaning
Two and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas solution.
Oakley of Cadiz Route Three.
a
ounces, born on Monday, July 12,
at five p.m. at the Murray.
County Hospital.
Their other children are Inrie,
age four, and Darren, age two.
The father is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Frank Parker of Benton Route
Three and Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Linn of Alin° Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Fray Wilson of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. George Linn of
Murray Route Three, and Mrs.
Maggie Glass of Mayfield

Family at odds
over son's hair

Mau 1113-1917 ea 713-4141

Pamela K. Garland
Complimented With
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs. George Wilien Bridal Breakfast

ataiwid.

have returned home after a
motor trip through the states of
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.
They visited relatives including
the Charlie Burdon family in
Purcell and Wayne, Oklahoma.

Miss Pamela Kaye Garland,
whose marriage to Leo F. Rogers
will be an event of August 21, was
complimented with a breakfast
held at the Holiday Inn on Friday,
July 9, at nine-thirty o'clock in
the morning.
Serving as the gracious
hostesses for the bridal occasion
were Mrs. Cecil Fitts, Mrs.
James Garland, Mrs. Bill
Champion, and Mrs. Thomas
Lovett, all aunts of the bride,
Mrs. Earl Steele, Mrs. Oury
King, and Mrs. L. D. Flora.
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
For the pretumbisksioccasion,
(UPI) — Seventeen-year-old
honoree chose to wear from
the
Katherine Elizabeth Jurich was
several yards ahead of her par- her trousseau a floral printed
ents as the family descended a jersey maxi dress. She was
walkway after taking the 8, presented the cold meat fork and
500-foot ride to the top of the sugar shell from her chosen
pattern of gold tableware,
aerial tramway here.
Her mother called out her Diridyte, as a wedding gift from
name and the girl turned the hostesses.
The T-shaped table, overlaid
around instantly.
"It was one of the most with a white cloth, was adorned
thrilling moments of my life,' with a large centerpiece of Bells
said Mrs. Roy Jurich.
of Ireland, yellow and bronze
Kathy, deaf since birth, had mums, and baby's breath in an
never before responded to her orange coffee pot. Ivy was
mother's voice from a distance garland down the table and
of more than a few feet, she smaller arrangements in orange
said.
coffee cups were used.
The Jurichs took their
Mrs. Cecil Fitts asked the
daughter to the San Diego
Speech and Hearing Center, guests to sign the register at the
where doctors confirmed that table overlaid with a white cloth
centered
with
an
the girl had better than one- and
third normal hearing after mak- arrangement of Bells of Ireland,
yellow and bronze mums, and
ing the tramcar trip.
They were so impressed they baby's breath.
Places were marked for Mrs.
suggested she take another ride
to the summit of Mt. Jacinto Vernon Cohoon, Mrs. James
to see if the abrupt change in Lassiter, Mrs. W. L. Polly, Mrs.
air pressure improved her hear- B. C. Allbritten, Mrs. Conrad H.
ing further.
Jones, Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs. Rubin
However, Dr. Paul Hartman, James, Mrs. Phillip Mitchell,
supervisor of audiology at the Miss Rhonda Jane Garland, Mrs.
center, emphasized that for Eurie Garland, Mrs. Steve
many persons with a hearing Sexton, Mrs. Dan Boaz, the
loss, an abrupt change of air honoree, and the hostesses.
pressure could actually be
harmful.
Proper padding under car"This hearing improvement,
if it continues, should prove a peting adds luxury underfoot
godsend in Kathy's school and prolongs the'life of the
work and her capacity to im- rug.
•.•
prove
her language studies,',J
Curtain rods should overher mother said.
The Jurichs live in Ezealon, lap at least 10 inches in the
Calif., about 10 miles north center of the window to prevent sagging.
of Modesto.

High ride
furnishes
hearing aid

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My father and brother are having a
go-around about my brother's hair. Sam is 18 and wears his
hair below his collar. My father says he is going to buy him
some ribbons and curlers if he doesn't get it cut. He's not
kidding. [Yesterday he gave him a hairbrush with jewels on
It.]
They've always gotten along so well until this hair
business came up. My brother works after school and
weekends, so I told Dad to lay off and pretty soon SPItt'S boss
will tall him to cut it, and in the meantime let Sam go thru
this stage and get it out of his system. When I was my
brother's age I teamed my hair into a beehive until I realized
bow ridiculous I looked.
What can you advise fathers who have sons who like long
SAM'S SISTER
hair?
DEAR SISTER: To paraphrase a columnist who said it
beautifully: "If Jesus returned today, He would probably be
stopped, searched and carted off to the precinct station by
the first cop whe spotted Him. Shoulder length hair, bearded,
with sandals, a dropout from school, hanging around with
dubious characters and a notorious frequenter of low places,
what chance would lk have today? Even less than the
Romans gave Him.
"I am convinced that our ant/hair phobia is in some
mysterious, but deeply-fixed way connected with the Bible
and relied's; that it serves as an unconscious reminder of
the way we have lost, the message we have ignored. Nothing
less than this can explain the ugly and irrational rejection
and contempt we express for the ancient tresses."
DEAR ABBY: We are about to have our first litter of
Abyssinian kittens and with your permission we would like
them to be officially named "Dear Abys." Have you any
objections? Please hurry your reply as the event is expected
MRS. B. R. S., DOWNEY, CAL.
soon.

There's generation gap
when kids are toddlers
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
term "generation gap" usually
is used to define the communi-1
cations chasm between parent
and teen-ager but that isn't
where the problem's at.
For real communications
trouble, there's the gap between parent and toddler, as
the two and three-year-old
struggles with feelings he
doesn't fully understand, trying to put them into a language
he hasn't yet fully learned to
command.
To try to help both big
and little people, Golden Press
in cooperation with the
Menninger Foundation, has begun a new series of "Reed Together Books for Parent and
Children."
Drs. Robert E. Switzer and
J. Cotter Hirschberg, director
/sand associate director of the
children's division of The Men-
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Children Under 6
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Catfish or Perch
6-12 - - - 50'

DEAR ABBY: My suggestion to that woman whose
friends call her early in the morning when they know she
likes b sleep late: Call THEM late at night when you think
they are asleep, and repeat their exact words: "Oh, did I
wake you up?" It works? MILDRED IN MUSCATINE, IA.
DEAR MILDRED: It will else help you to lase friends
and alienate people.

All You Care To Eat
SHRIMP----12.50
FROG LEGS-4.25

DEAR ABBY: In regard to shotgun weddings in order to
give the child a name: In Illinois, all that is required is the
father's signature on the birth certificate and the child can
legally use his father's name. No marriage is required. Since
this is the reason a lot of kids marry when they know from
the start it's a mistake that will never work out, I thought I
would mention it.
K. N. B

For Abby's see booklet. -What Teen-Agers Want to
Kam." seed St te Abby. Boit 5e700. Los Angeles. Cal %OKI

Local(
Of Euri

When washing the dog,
lather his cost with soap working the suds deeply but taking
care that soap and water don't
get into his eyes and
ears.
Use a damp cloth to wipe
his
face.
•••
ringer Clinic, have written the
Coin-operated dry
cleaning
series with the help of child- is effective in
killing moths in
ren's author Jane Werner any stage of
development.

DEAR MRS. B. R. S.: I have had baby Orris [Abigail''',
baby boys [Abner's), race horses, greyhound dogs, parakeets,
white mice and even a baby ape named after me. So, be my
guest and call your Abyssinian kittens "Dear Abys." I think
it's the cat's meow!

What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. BOX MO& Les Angeles. Cal
MOW For a perusesl reply enelose stamped. addressed
eovelope.

Watson.
The first books in the series
are titled, "Sometimes I Get
Angry,""My Friend The BabySitter," "Sometimes
I'm
Afraid" and "Look At Me
Now." The topics deal with
problems the children may
have, feelings that confuse
them, situations that frighten
them. The idea is to help
define for the child just how
he does feel, help the parents
understand, and promote giveand-take on these subjects—
and any others that may arise
from them.
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Mrs. Ida Byrd Rites Held Today
For Young Daughter
Dies Wednesday
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Of its three weeks In Europe, Father Martin 0.inestengly's late summer nobehiy tour will devote
four full days to Rome, one of the most besedbel and InIeresting cities in all the world. Cardinal
Newman wrote: "What can I say of Rome hat that ft is the first of cities? All I ever saw are as dust
compared with its majesty and glory." Shown here la a pert of the original Roman Forum.

Funeral services for Little Miss
ah Lynn Mullins were held
Mrs. Ida Byrd of Paris, Tenn.,
morning at ten o'clock at the
mother of Mrs. Evie Todd of
apel of the Blalock-Coleman
Murray, died Wednesday at two
Funeral
Home with Bro. Glenn
a.m. at the Henry County
Montgomery of Martin, Tenn.,
General Hospital, Paris, Ulan.
and Bro. Hollis Miller of the
She was 93 years of age and
University Church of Christ ofwas born June 23, 1878, in Stewart
County, Tenn. Her parents were ficiating.
Pallbearers were Dr. J. D.
the late John and Sarah Seaton.
, Jean Green, Edwin
She was a member of a Bafest
Jennings, and Junior Thorn.
Church.
Survivors are her husband, W Interment was in the Memorial
Gardens at Martin, Tenn., with
A. Byrd; four daughters, Mrs
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Todd of Murray, Mrs. Margaret
Home in charge of the
Matthews of Chicago, Ill., Miss
arrangements.
Delia Byrd of Paris, Tenn., and
Deborah Lynn, age thirteen
Mrs. Effie Herndon of St. Louis,
months, died Tuesday at eight
Mo; three sons, Rube Byrd of
p.m. at the Baptist Memorial
Buchanan, Tenn., Stanley Byrd
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., from
of Sharon, Tenn., and Gene
head injuries suffered in an
Byrd of Washington, D. C.
automobile accident on Saturday
Mrs. Byrd was preceded in
morning on Old U.S. Highway 641
death by one son, Rob Byrd, five
North.
sisters, and two brothers.
Survivors are her parents, Mr.
Funera services will be held
and Mrs. Terry Mullins of 811
Friday at eleven a.m. at the
Olive Street, Murray; grandRidgeway Morticians, Paris,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Tenn. Burial will be in the
Mullins of Martin, Tenn., and Mr.
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart
and Mrs. Miner Griffin, Jr., of
County, Tenn. Friends may call
Savannah, Tenn.; great grandat the Ridgeway Funeral Home,
mothers, Mrs. C. B. Thacker of
Paris, Tenn.
Savannah,Tenn.,and Mrs. Miner
Griffin of Crump, Tenn.

P11010
DAV OF THE YEAR — James A. McClure,
member of Graves County, Chapter 106, Disabled
American Veterans, was presented the Kentucky
DAV award for the Outstanding Veteran of the
Year by Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield at the
annual department convention In Louisville in
June. He now is attending Murray State University

as a premed student, and Is a veteran of Vietnam:
Pictured I. to r. front are Mrs. Harold Shut
Graves Co. Auxiliary adjutant, Mr. McClure, a
Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield; back row, Harold
Shultz, past commander; Fred Radford, DAV
State Service Officer; Mrs. Fred Radford; and Fru*
Keel, Graves DAV commander.

historic Basilica of St. Mark.
Gondolas will be used to explore
the picturesque island city.
Through a region of surpassing
Alpine beauty the visitors will
drive through the Brenner Pass
ago," said Wiesner.
A three-week late summer golden light, it is both stylish and to Innsbruck, capital of the
Tyrol.
holiday tour of Europe by air has rich. It is the Eternal City. Throw
SORRY HERMAN
Through Bavaria they will
From The
been announced by Father a coin into the fountain of Trevi
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—Denwestern
Munich,
continue
to
Martin 0. Mattingly, pastor of St. and, legend has it, you will
nis Lee Herman, 27, was
largest city,
second
Germany's
Parish, Murray.
certainly return one day.
arguing with his boss about his
eight hundred years the
The only priest in all of "Rome is packed with for
paycheck Wednesday, and
NEW YORK (UPI)---Stocks
culture.
and
center
of
art
Clioway County, Father Mat- monumental and significant
called police when the incident
opened higher in moderate
says
Father
German,"
"In
old
(Reg. US. Pat. Off.)
1y combines his pastorate sites," says Father Mattingly,
escalated.
Mattingly, "Munichen means 'at trading Thursday.
By United Press International
th spiritual service to the "and we intend to visit just about
Officers who answered the
Shortly
after
the
opening,
everyone lives
monks'
(
where
the
LONG MEMORY
campus community of Murray every one of them.
complaint ran a routine check
advances topped declines, 189 to
Bavarian
food
well).
here
Good
is
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)— on Herman and arrested him
'.ate University with its more
Visit Vatican City
eine Hauptsache, a main thing. 80, among the 403 issues
Hotelman Baron Hilton ap- for 27 outstanding warrants for
tan seven thousand students.
"But the Vatican itself will be "But Munich also presents to crossing the tape. The Dow
peared before Clark County offenses ranging from disturb/Under his spiritual direction the focal point of our interest. We
sophisticated travelers from Jones industrial average was LEXINGTON,
tIr tour will depart by tran- have scheduled guided tours of
Ky. — Corn gambling authorities recently to ing the peace to lewd conduct.
891.87.
0.66
at
up
more
everywhere
simultaneous
sittlantic jet on August 9th to every part of it available to us. Of
blight has now been reported in 36 ask permission to buy up to 70.6 They also arrested his boss,
performances of opera, concerts, In the steels, Bethlehem
Kentucky counties causing per cent interest in the Wayne A. Jones, 48, an art
principal scenes of interest in course, the highlight will be our
to
221,
4
.
U.S.
added
NI
Steel
held
and shows of all kinds than any
damage in several "T" Flamingo and International dealer, when the same check up
France,Italy, Austria, Germany, audience with the Pope."
unchanged at 31.
city of Europe."
cytoplasm corn fields and in hotel gambling resorts.
and Switzerland.
turned up an unpaid traffic
The group's first full day in
Standard
Jersey
climbed
%
Shop for Bargains
,Entering Europe at Paris, Rome will begin with Mass at St.
to 78% in the oils, while some blended corn. The "T" He received unanimous ap- ticket.
of
the
members
Munich
At
rather Mattingly's group will
Peter's, folowed by a detailed
1
4. cytoplasm and blends with low proval but not without a
Bavarian Occidental picked up 'pis to 11/
percentage normal cytoplasm reminder from county commis- SAD SUF
embark upon a detailed tour of examination of the interior of group will shop for
Pennzoil
dipped
%
to
29%,
With
porcelain, optical, goods, and
were the ones that suffered most sioner Tom Wiesner, a former BLETCHLEY,
tfje city and its dozens of historic the vast structure.
England
down
1
/
4
to
Richfield
Atlantic
gloves (all best boys); they will
landmarks. An entire afternoon
69%. Getty held unchanged at severely in 1970 from blight in- fullback for the San Diego ( UPI(—Susan Broadbent says
The best place in all of Rome to
through the glittering
stroll
fection.
Chargers, which the Hiltons she will tell a British Rail
Will be spent at Versailles.
buy rosaries, medals, and
Nymphenburg, and sign 87%.
Development of the blight has owned.
"We hope to see everything," religious articles is located on the Schloss
Dow
Chemical
rose
/
1
4
hearing the railroad's plan to
to
98
in
lieder at the incredible
sold Father Mattingly, "fron the roof of the Basilica of St. Peter German
its group, but Monsanto surren- benn rapid during the past two "I'm going to vote for you, cut a passenger service will
Hofbrauhaus beer hall.
weeks in susceptible varieties, but I have a long memory. And upset her love life.
raffel Tower to Montmartre and itself. It's a fair-sized shop tended
dered /
1
4 to 44%.
Entering Switzerland the party
according to Dr. A. S. Williams, I remember when I was with Susan, 15, travels four miles
its splendid Basilica of Sacre by an Italian community of
autos,
Ford
In
the
added
/
1
4
will drive along the hsores of
Coeur. But I have also reserved smiling multilingual nuns.
to 64, American Motors kis at UK College of Agriculture Ex- the San Diego Chargers and each way, twice a week over
Lake Constance to the flowering
enough time to sit and relax in
A steep spiral stairway leads city of St. Gall where they will 6%. Chrysler was unchanged at tension plant pathologist. He Mr. Hilton fired me 10 years the threatened line between
emphasizes, however, that in
261
/
4.
one of the traditional sidewalk from the rook almost to the very
stop to find bargains in Swiss
cafes."
UAL Inc. and Pan Am were spite of several outbreaks here in
trop of the dome of St. Peter's, watches and woodcarvings.
Fly to Lourdes
from where visitors enjoy in all At bright and busy Zurich they unchanged at 37 and 13%, Kentucky, our statewide corn
situation still looks good.
At. Paris the group will also visit dirnattana
panormomialaillaa win stop to picture
useqeetic respectively, in the airlines. COP
the Louvre, Notre Dame, and Eternal City.
•' • swans and white sails
Boeing gained /
1
4 to 18/
1
4 in the USDA plant pathologtsts ten us,
gliding
other landmarkers before flying
Catacombs, squares, historic
aircrafts. General Dynamics that corn blight is a much less
south to Lourdes, where more edifices, and major basilicas will acriss the Zurichsee. Past a and Lockheed were unchanged serious problem in the South
than three million come each be examined by the group under fortress constructed by Caesar, at 27 'and 10%, in that order. than it was this time a year ago—
year. Father Nattingly's party the guidance of veteran Roman the party will drive up through Among the electronics, W
probably as a result of so much
will join in devetiorks with tour conductors, according to snow-capped Alps to the Ben- tinghouse climbed /
resistant seed being planted, and
1
4
to
91's.
dictine abbe shrine of Maria
thousands of other pilgrims from Father Mattingly.
/
4 to 55%, because we had a cold, dry
Einsiedeln, a great baroque Control Data rose 11
all over the world. Then over the
with RCA up % at 341
/
4, and spring. According to USDA
to Venice
Drive
North
edifice,
construction
of
which
Pyrenees and across
the
Motorola
/
1
4
higher
at
77us. figures released last week, the
Mediterranean the party will fly Stopping for a noonday Mass was begun in the tenth centur. Magnavox added /
53. blight has been reported in 472
1
4
to
At nearby Lucerne the
to Italy.
and visit at Assisi, the birthplace
National Cash Register eased counties of 26 states.
members
will
ascend
Mount
"Italy has more faces than any of St. Francis, tour members will
That dangerous corn leaf
/
1
4 to 43%.
other country in Europe," says drive north on the new superhigh- Pilatus by cable car and enjoy a
fungus that caused grief and
on Lake
Father Mattingly. "They include way (Autostrade del Sol) to scenic boat ride
economic setback to so many
these of Roman empire and the Florence and out to climbing the Lucerne. They will fly home
Kentucky farmers
and
from Zurich on August 30th.
renaissance; those of grand leaning tower at Pisa.
pathologists were afraid it might.
about
tou
opera, industry, and fashion; By the way of Bologna and the Information
The few traces found earlier this
(Continued from Page 1:
and those of sun, lakes, and shrine of St. Anthony at Padua, membership may be obtained
season were in volunteer corn
from
Father
Mattingly at St.
mountains.
they will arrive at Venice, where
Some raising its blighted head in the
Leo's Rectory,401 N. Twelfth St., mass of wreckage
"The capitol of these many Father
stubble of fields that suffered
Mattingly's
Sunday Murray,Ky.42071(telephone
trailers
150-feet
were
hurled
753Relies is Rome.Bathed in its rosy Mass will be celebrated in the
into a wooded area. Authorities heavy damage last year. But, as
38761.
said 17 trailers were demo- Williams points out, that picture
has changed, and its no longer
lished or severely damaged
Police said three persons. two just trace amounts showing up
of* them children, died in the in volunteer corn.
storm and that 23 others were Corn blight thrives on hot,
humid conditions in which
injured, five critically
A tornado touched down near thedew lasts late into the morSt. Paul, Minn., but there were ning. We have a long, hot sumno reports of damage or injury. mer ahead, and the epidemic
The National Weather Ser.\ ice potential is stW with us.
said today that most of the If you see tell-tale signs of the
violent weather had dissipated, blight in your own crop. or in your
though heavy thunderstorms neighbor's corn across the fence,
continued from the Missouri Williams' advice is to contact
bootheel through southern Illin- your county Extension agent
ois and into western Kentucky. right away. Many leaf spots have
A National Weather Service turned out not to be blight, so
spokesman said no new violent make sure spots are really blightactivity was anticipated today. caused before taking additional
The South simmered under a steps.
heat wave Wednesday as
temperatures soared into the
90s and at some places over the Time no holler
NEW YORK (UPI)—"Clank,
100 mark.
The mercury approached the plink, ping—and plunk" goes a
120 degree mark in portions of household ,appliance when it
the Southwest and Las Vegas, announces thekij,'s melted the
Nev., recorded its hottest day brink of no return.
What you should do at that
of the year with a 113 degree
according to Leslie Paige,
point,
the
reading, one degree off
of the Whirlpool Corp., is "call
record,for the date.
A drought continued in a reputable, trained service
Michigan and Gov. William G. technician." 411 you don't
to find one, ask
Milliken has asked US. Agricul- know where
whom you
the man from
ture Secretary Clifford Hardin bought the appliance.- Or—in
to declare three Michigan
this era of equal opportunities
counties disaster areas because for women- the woman from
of the lack of rain. Last week, whom you bought this malMilliken asked that eight other functioning thing-a-ma-gig.
counties n southwestern Michi*
gan be declared disaster areas
BAZZELL CEMETERY
because of drought.
The annual meeting of Bazzell
Cemetery will be held on
YOUTHS RIOT
Saturday, July 31, at 11:30 a.m.
REGGIO CALABRIA, Italy Trustees will be elected and
Symbol of the military glory a/ France, the Arch of Triumph (145 feet high) Is one of the splendid (UPI)—Gangs of youths burned members are urged to attend.
sights of Paris' Avenue de Champs Elysees (Elysian Fields which will be visited by Father Martin and smashed cars and shops in Donations may be mailed to
0. Mattingly's late summer holiday tour of Europe. Completed In 1836, the Arch Is set In the middle of street fighting Wednesday Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater,
the Place de l'Etolle (Plaza of the Star)and today is the tomb of the unknown soldier. On its sides are night. One youth was injured by or Mrs. Cletie Black, Route One,
304 E. Main
a pistol shot.
engraved the names of 194 French battles and 298 generals who fought in them.
Murray.

Local Group Plans Tour
Of Europe In Mid-August
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Quotes
News

State Corn
Outlook Is
Still Good

Bletchley and Bedford to 966
her
boy friend, Malcobit
Bagshaw, 18. There is no Nis
service between the towns.
Working MOM
shells out
111
ANN ARBOR,Mich.(1.1P1)10
By the time she pays for babOte
sitting or day care, clothes an
transportation, a mother 64,
three could find her job earnsa
'loge chopped by 50 to 80 pee_
cent, the University of
gan's dean of the school of eck.:
ucation reports.
The dean, Wilbur J. Coheri,.
formerly was U.S. Secretary of.,
Health, Education and Welfare',
He was then and is now ler
favor of liberalized child cart
deductitins on tax returns.
41
* * *
Now You Know
By United Press International
Lake Baikal in Soviet Siberia
is the deepest lake in the world
with a maximum depth of more
than 5,000 feet.

JULY BEGINS OUR
NEW INTEREST PERIOD
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WE PAY 51/4%

The Community's Highest Insured Savings Rate

Move Your Money To Us Now!
See Bruce Thomas or Bobby Grogan

Murray Branch

Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

4

Phone 753-791i

111. 41r
,
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taly Largest Wine Producer In World
sophisticated in his tastes. He
States by its straw-covered potential customers and press knows that Italy produces more
Chianti bottle, will spend briefings.
than Chianti. So do other
"substantial money" in coming Was he optimistic about countries."
a
brands
in
Italian
months to promote Veronese pushing
Folonari seems to be on a
country burgeoning with good
wines around New York.
sound marketing track. Wine
last
vineyards
that
domestic
Late in June, Folonari spent
consumption in the United
two working weeks in New year increased their table wines States has been rising for five
(77,690,816
York to lay the groundwork. sales 13 per cent
years. Imported still Italian
Even before he arrived, Schief- gallons over 68,862,335 gallons), wines for last year have
National
according
the
to
felin & Co., New York
jumped in sales by 26 per Omit
distributors for Ruffin°, met a Association of Alcoholic Bever- (2,942,717 gallons over
2,344,111M
full day with 1,000 key sales age Importers?
gallons), according to NAABI.
Folonari.
"The
"Yes,''
said
people at a Kennedy Airport
growth in wine drinking makes Even a one per cent Inarense
hotel.
in exports would be a big boost
Folonari, eldest son of Nino room for all wines. And the to the Italian economy.
become
drinker
has
US.
Ruffino,
Folonari, president of
AUTOMATIC HAYSTACKS — Equipment that reduces 'blown into
arrived shortly after that
a wagon and compressed into layers by a
,,ymaking to a one-man operation is doing its thing
meeting to glue it all together.
hydraulic top section. When wagon is full, a haystack
1,
the
Louis Waelti farm near Monroe, Wis. Cut hay is
equal to about 115 bales is ejected. There's one now.
He hosted two tastings for
major restaurateurs, formal
dinners with distributors and
No Ugly Ductling
Forestry and Wood Tecimicians'
wholesalers, luncheons with
When does architectural neSchool
and
Robinson
Forest
near
LEROY
POPE
By
salesmen,
tortune out of buying, developselect groups of
Quicksand and the Frenchburg cessity become an architectural
UPI Dube= Writer
ing and selling inventions and
evening meals with important.
bonus? When eight-foot-wide enCorrectional
Facility.
NEW YORK (UPI)—How patents, already has managed
closures of nickel stainless steel
many people will pay to
are used to cover the exhaust
to stir up considerable interest.
Kentuckians on the tour include ducts used in many of today's
in advance whether the new "Since we began the test
Dr.Thomas fienebreagh,bead of modern high-rise buildings. Such
baby is going to be a boy or a marketing June 15, half a dozen
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Forestry and natural resource developthe UK Forestry Department, a system is used from the secgirl? And how much will they pharmaceutical negotiations to school deans from 24
colleges and ment.
and Dr. G. W. Stokes, associate ond to the ninth stories on a new
Pay?
buy it," he said. "We problably universities in 13 southern states The Forest Service began
research building in New Jersey.
the
dean of agriculture at UK.
Answers to these questions will sell it if the 90-day are taking a look at
Kentucky's annual tour during the late 1950's Personnel from UK, the Eighteen of the giant enclosures
are being sought in a test marketing is as successful as forestry problems this
week.
to improve communication and Division of Forestry, state on two facades of the building
marketing program for the we expect it to be."
give an unusual effect as they reThe educators are visiting the cooperation between the Service
Department of Corrections, flect the ever-changing gleams of
Reisman sex determination test One intriguing question re- commonwealth July
12-16 on the and the nation's forestry schools. Northeast Forest
Experiment softly reflected light.
developed in Europe. The mains. How many couples 14th annual Tour
of
108%
The tour visits a different state Station and the Daniel Boone
marketing test is being con- really care about knowing the School Deans sponsored Forestry
by the U. each year and this is its first visit National Forest
A Campy Alloy
are conducting
ducted by Roger Shashoua's sex of the baby in advance? S. Forestry Service.
to Kentucky.
the tour.
There's a quick roof over your
- - - - - - Men s Earnisgs=100% - - - -- Patents International Affiliates, Even the optimistic Shashoua Charles Crail, of
the federal Sites being visited include
head when your canvas, foldLtd., which acquired rights to doubts if more than half do.
Forestry Service, said the tour's various strip mine and strip mine
ing camping trailer has support
the sex determination test from Nevertheless, Shashoua is theme is "Forest
Land reclamation areas,the Red River
posts made of nickel stainMagnetically Speaking
Women's Annual Earnings as Le of Men's,
its discover, Dr. Jean Othen betting that since about 3.5 Management
Problems Relating Gorge, Natural Bridge State To determine the magnetic less steel. The corrosion-resistant
Reisman.
1969 Full-Time Workers
million women become preg- to Uses Other Than Production of Park, Cave Run Lake
Darn and properties of lunar materials, alloy insures that you'll be able
Although the Reisman test nant in the United States Timber."
to quickly raise the roof, and be.
the
Minor
E.
Clark
Fish
Hatchery the astronauts on the Apollo 14 cause of the strength
based on a saliva sample taken annually enough couples will Crail said the
of stain.
mission used moon-sample cans
visitors are under
construction
near
pregnant
from
woman buy the test to make it a viable looking at new
a
15%
lined with an 80 per cent nickel less, the posts will support the
forestry problems Morehead.
anytime during the middle business. "In many families, a arising from
the Earth's roof in a breeze and keep their
11%
conflicting needs in
The group also is visiting the alloy to prevent
three months of pregnancy, has few months' time can make a conservation,
from penetrating attractiveness under the inevlfiell
magnetic
recreation, mining University
table knocks and scrapes of
of
Kentucky's to the samples.
been known for some years tremendous difference in plan62%
eansping.
61%
previous efforts to market iti ning ahead," he said, ."and
57%
failed.
have
Yet, over the year knowing. whether a new baby is.
54%
the Reisman test has had a going to be a boy or a girl can
success ratio of 98 per cent in be a big help in that respect.'
field testing.
The Reisman test is not
Shashoua, a 31-year old expensive.
entrepreneur who has made a

By DEAN C KILLER
UPI Business Editor
EW YORK (UPI)—Italy is
largest wine producer in the
rid, about 2 billion gallons
r year or 12 per cent more
France.
"So, why," asked a newsman
Dr. nal° Folonari, export
ager of Italy's house of
, "does she export only
cent of that crop?"
, a trim, dark-haired
swished a glass of red
and tested the crease of
his tan trousers before answeritig. "Maybe we've been negligent," he said with a smile,
'but I'm here in Manhattan to
carnet that."
:
1 1Then he revealed that Ruffle*, which has expanded 51 per
lint in the last four years and
ill best known in the United
a

How Many Will Pay To Learn
Child's Sex Before it's Born?

Southern Forestry Deans
Visit Kentucky Woodlands

In your j,ECONOMY
NOW INCOMES WY NY A1E AND SEI

Peace funds probe
1449

2024

25-34

3044

4054

1544

15a14
Over

e Data: U.S. Census Bureau
U
4
..:
.!..
Illy CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
.:
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
".- WOMEN ARE LESS LIKELY to be employed in high occut #satsonal ranee than men. So the higher the occupation,
.. •the smaller the percentage of women employed. In
.,* 1969, younger women (14-19 years) actually earned
0
0 slightly more than men in lower-paid jobs. But in the
0
0 next three age brackets, women's earnings were successively lower compared to men's. One explanation is
0
. that
.,
women have accounted for 55 per cent of all addi. tions to the labor force in the past two decades, so they
compete with each other for "women's work". Another
'explanation is that the proportion of women 20-24 in
I the labor force is rising rapidly. Also, men are improving in educational attainment. The greater longevity of
. women partially explains the higher percentage of
7: women's earnings in the brackets starting at age 45.
:-

l

t

WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZERS

Investigation sought in failure to
account for Viet pacification money
CHICAGO (UPI): Sen. Charles H. Percy (R., Ill.) has
called for an investigation of a General Accounting
Office (GAO) report that it is unable to account for
;1.7 billion in Vietnam pacification.funds.
The GAO, a cpngresslos&ateMeg agency, has said
It can account for only
million of a $2.1 billion
appropriation for the pacification program n Vetnam
for fiscal years 1968 through 1970.
The office made its report in a survey sent to
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird July 1.
Percy, acting ranking Republican of the Government
Operations Committee, said an investigation should be
made either by his committee or another.
The GAO made the report after being asked to
account for the funds, which had been authorized by
Congress.
Percy said the report was "just one further indication that the decision to enter the Vietnam war and
the way it has become prosecuted through the years
has probably been the greatest single mistake ever
made by the United States.'

By VERNO1
UPI Hollywood
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Compare at ;11 4.95! Starts
quick . . . steps out fast...
handles like a dream. Lightweight Magnetite deck is light
but tough. with Grass Bag

t MARSHALL COUNTY REALTY
and AUCTION
4:

No. 7021

k

invites you and your friends to another Public
Sale of modern household furniture and antiques
Zselling on the premises located on Highway 68, 2
miles West of Aurora, Ky., and 12 miles East of
Benton, Ky. Watch for sale markers.

r

SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1971
SALE TIME: 10 a.m. — LUNCH AVAILABLE
Reason for selling — ill health

ii
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EXTRA SAVINGS!!
19-In. LAWN BOY
$7999 No. sow

Love seat and 2 matching chairs, set of 4 dining room chairs
hand carved,set oil oak dining room chain, real nice corner
cupboard, old trunk, rare and unusual wall telephone, fancy
oak table, 5 drawer oak chest, beautiful diamond mirror hall
tree, marble top dresser, Dough Bowl. Scheel Bell, amber
Fruit Jar dated 1886, Avon bottles, Vacuum cleaner, Oak Bed
with high headboard, real nice walnut Flax wheel, German
Grandfather Clock with Bevelled glass, two mantle clocks.
All antiques are in excellent condition.
Television. Frigidaire electric stove, refrigerator, Ice box,
old wood beater, pots & pans, pie safe, cane betties chairs,
dining table & chain, several odd tables, 2 old sewing
machines, coach, porch setter and rockers, oft lamps, table
lamps,& mirror, ehifferobe, iron beds and springs, mailbox,
1 horse plow, core drill, pulleys, fruit jars.
THIS IS JUST A PARTIAL LLST OF ITEMS TO BE SOLD.
Make your plans now to be in our crowd.
'TERMS—CASH DAY OF SALE
ALL SALES FINAL DAY OF SALE, plus 5 per cent sale tax
unless you have an exemption nurnber. Bidder must register
:for a number and an itemized receipt is given when you pay

KINDNESS 20
INSTANT HAIR SETTER

OWNER: Mrs. Dainey Brindle)
Sale by Marshall County Realty and Auction.
Auctioneer & Real Estate Brokers
Joel Sullivan—Auctioneer
Phone 527-9391
Lovett Building, Benton, Ky.
0dins

41•1111.

Home Phone 527-7068

('411.0.04.1.0.I)41•100.11•11.0.4=w 0.1..

TWO "ASIDES" for the Apollo 15 crew which
zooms..
moonward July 24 are illustrated by these
drawings.
Top: The spacewalk to retrieve film mounted
the Command Module. Lower: Ejection of the 80outside
subsatellite which will orbit the Moon and radio-pound
.:cientific data to Earth for a year

$1388
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
CIIESTNIII Si.

.
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•
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Bill Conrad
Is Star Of
New Series
By VERNON SCOIT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
110 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

ROSES
In Murray

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Would
you believe a 50-year-old, five
foot, nine-inch, balding 220.
pound, paunchy television hero?
That's who you'll ge getting
next fall in the person of
William Conrad, star of the ne
series, "Cannon."
Actor Conrad stands out like
a bull terrier in a field of sleek
greyhounds among the 20 or so
public and private eyes invading television in the fall.
Nobody is more aware than
Conrad that he is a departure
from the youthful, lean stereotypes of the tube.
"I believe viewers have been
short changed by entertainment
executives who depend on
young, good-looking leading
men," he said in a voice a full
octave lower than most of
vedeo's doctors, lawyers and
cops.
He Has Character
"I'm a character man. And
that means I have character,
color and interest. Too many
leading men are pallid and
uninteresting. They're afraid to
get out of the narrow confines
of their roles.
. "You can push credibility
only so far. And I think the
networks have gone overboard
with youthful spies, statesmen
Arid the rest. I expect to see a
teen-age brain surgeon team
one of these years."
Conrad is nothing if not
outspoken. He figures he has
little to lose.
• "I began acting when I was
16 years old," he expained.
'IBut I haven't acted for 15
pears. I've been producing and
off
directing. I've turned
virtually all responsibilities.
I've been rich and poor, and
except for creature comforts
e's very little difference."

welcome

SHOP NOW DURING ROSES
BIG JULY CLEARANCE & SAVE!
PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN. — JULY 15-18

Buy
Now
and
SAVE!

Large selection of ladies short sleeve

Beautiful striped knit in several colors.

blouses. Lovely solid colors and prints.

54 to 60 inches wide. Ideal for dresses,

Short sleeve and roll sleeve styles.

pant suits. Machine washable.

60%°"
LADIES JAMAICA

BEACH
ROBES

Reg.'4"

yd
$2
92

/

JON BOAT

SHORT SETS
Jamaica shorts
and matching
top. Several
styles and fabrics.

Several styles
In soft
100% cotton.

GIRLS
CROP TOP

12-FOOT ALUMINUM

LADIES TERRY

SHORT
SETS
Permanent press.
Assorted styles and
colors.

2
Only

Reg. $1.96

Reg.
'99

Conrad's bulk is deceptive.
He is as strong as an ox. Like
many heavy men (he weighed
270 pounds last year) #11,1
graceful.
"I look exactly the way I did
25 years ago when I made my
first movie, "The Killers," he
paid. "and I played Matt Dillon
aln radio for 10 or IL years. We
Stayed on after the TV version
began."

LADIES

CASUAL
SHOES
Similar to

illustration,
in beige or white.

Reg. $1.76
$ 1 44

M Mil KOTA

STYRO FOAM
MINNOW
BUCKET

TROLLING
MOTOR
TACKLE BOX
•Lightweight Plastic
•Lure Tray

•3-Speed Motor
•Sealed Ball Bearings

•Light

Regular '56

•Easy to
Carry

•Roomy

Reg. '2.99

$ 56
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

CHARCOAL
Hickory

Operates On
Either 6 or
12 Volts

BREEZE BOX FAN
20-INCH
PULSATING

No Flash

Blend

Use either on
floor or
window.

Back
Quart Size

10-Lb.

Lawn Sprinkler

2 speeds.

Bag

3 for
$

COMFORT FIT
CHAIR
JOSS Td I OPIN—President Nixon shades his eyes
from TV lights in San Clemente, Calif., as he talks to
reporters about the Emergency Employment Act of
1971. It is intended to provide up to 200,000 new
Jobs, and Nixon said he is
particularly pleased that
returning Vietnam veterans will be favored.

100% POLYESTER
STRIPED DOUBLE KNIT

LADIES
BLOUSES

rer

Admits He Was Shocked
Conrad
admits he
was
shocked when CBS picked him
to play the role of Frank
Cannon, the best and most
expensive private eye in the
world. Stunned might better
describe his reaction.
"I never expected to act
again," he said. "and the
network is taking a big gamble
With me. They've created a
tough, honest, realistic man
who is also compassionate.
"But he can be as rough as
the worst villain on the air."
Perhaps viewers are ready
for such types as the late
Sidney Greenstreet, Peter
Lorre, Eugene Pallette, Gene
Lockhart and other great actors
who gave enormous dimensions
to their characterizations.
Bill Conrad is a member of
that club.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — 511 RHAY, KENTUCKY

Strong, colorful
high impact
poly-propylene,
sturdy steel legs.
Ideal for Patio!

Regular '4.74

00

Reg.
12.97

MURRAY 25"

RIDING MOWER
Briggs-Stratton engine. 4 cycle, easy-spin
starter. 3-speed forward. I reverse
transmission. Heavy duty gears. Foot
pedal type clutch and brake Lever
parking brake.

3-PC. LAWN FURNITURE SETS
Sturdy tubular aluminum frame Durable Plastic
Webbing

Reg.
12.88

3 ONLY!

Reg. '294

$327
Quantities Limited

a•
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4HE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
Crony (cabal)
Short incluat
Number
Manuscript
(abbr.)
7 Part of to be
8 Girl's nickname
9 Landed
10 Stay
11 Transactions
13 Marsh bird
16 Cry of
Bacchanals
19 Growing out of
21 Girl's name
22 Paper measure
(p1)
25 Lock of hair
27 Stnke
30 Choice part
32 Angry
34 Paradise
3
4
5
6

ACROSS
1 Lassoes
6 Pertaining to
the cheek
11 GIs.
12 Fidel
expressions
14 Latin
coniunction
15 Affection
17 Trace
18 _Devoured
20 M no time
23 Sienese native
rlodof
24
fasting
26 Memoranda
28 Ibnings pitched
(abbr.)
29 trap
31 Light cotton
fabric
33 Prefix:
distant
35 Afghanistan
prince
36 Hold chair of
authority
39 Heavenly
bodies
42 Note of scale
43 Take unlawfully
45 Greenland
.settlement
46. Number
48 Go in
50 French for

1300 0121200 L100
MOO 100000 OMB
000030 GOOMMO
OMM DOM=
OUBM OMM COMO
MOO OEM 23000
MM BOB DOC 00
011000 MOO MOO
ODMO OOM OOMO
UMMM3 GUM
BOMB= noopop
09M BOOM BOO
UMO 00000 GOO
IC

Confirmation
Tear
Dines
To the
Contrary
41 Diaphanous
44 Rent
47 Comfort
36
37
38
40

49 Tears
52 Music: as
written
54 Illuminated
57 Man's
niC knarne
58 Rupees(ebb,
60 Prefix: down

i*::::1111MINNIAIIiiiiiiIiIN
iiiiIIIMIIIIIiiiii11111111111111i1

The State Of Kentucky Is Wonderland of Waters

Choice of Juice
shine, warm or cold,day or night,
A new portable electric typesomewhere
Kentucky
in
writer now on the market is
somebody is catching fish.
It costs more to build a road in Lake's 1,100 acres of Kentucky pouri(i. of so-called "trash
powered by nickel-cadmium batfish" carp, buffalo and the like.
Kentucky than almost anywhere Lake's 158,000 acres.
For food, motrlarvar like teries that can be recharged on
harvested by licensed cornPeople fish the year round in
else. That's partly because of the
Kentucky Lake and Lake mer( L.11 fishermen. —Mostly Kentucky. Right
ck)thers
made of wool, mohair, local electric current anywhere
now,
rain or
mountains, but mostly because of Barkley (93,000) are joined near
in the world.
fur or feathers.
the water. The Bluegrass State their dams by a mile-long canal.
has some 13,000 miles of streams Together they comprise the The Colonials
(THE peopLE
and rivers; more than any state largest man-made body of water
TO Five
IF OAAA elL I Nat cAuSES
except Alaska, which Is 14 times in the world. They extend far
- ---- GpAAA(36vER
THE CROPS TO FAIL ,
SA'?5 W E DO
-,. ..-= -7,'re..E NEGLECTING VE, 5TRAITL'i I'
its size. Its lakes (upwards of 10 down into Tennessee and their C..
THE CROPS
THE CHA4CES AZE WE
-: GAMBLE !!j
acres) cover 650 square miles combined shoreline is around
WON'T 6ORVIVe THE WINTER 7
smaller
scores
of
and there are
3,500 miles long. Lake Cimilakes scattered throughout the berland is another jumbo. It has a
6state.
surface area of more than 50,000
There are 78 lakes in Kentucky acres. It has more than 1,250
that measure upwards of 25 miles of shoreline and its average
acres. Fifty of them are 100 acres depth is 90 feet. It lies entirely
in
or larger. Thirteen of them are Kentucky.
"major" lakes, real giants. The All these waters are open to the
major lakes range from Dewey public, free of charge. They teem
with some 200 species of fish. In
1970, more than 650,000 sport
fishermen took around 30 million
Abner
pounds from Kentucky eaters.
OBEY
That's 15,000 tons of fish. About
WE CAIN'T
-'OT IF YO.IS JUST D0046 wri
THE.
1,000 tons were taken from
-WE GOTTA
INVRESTED
DUTY MAW —
WARNING!!
FOLLY
Kentucky Lake along, and that
WHAR
IN A PORE
p-itT'S ALLft
TAKE THE
Thl
IS
doesn't include the millions of
GAL THAT'S
PATH AROUND!! LEADS-WILLIPt—
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51.Rooms in
harem
53$o by water
Pronoun
Rankle
5 Insect
61 Peruses
62 Chemical
compound

Z

Group Is
aill11111.111111111111111 Active
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510 4-Door Sedan

Winner of the tough
East African Safari.
•96 HP overhead cam engine
•Up to 25 MPG economy
•5-main-bearing crankshaft
Fully independent rear suspension
•Safety front disc brakes
•All-synchro 4-on-the-floor transmission
(optional 3-speed automatic transmission),
•Solid unibody
•Single strut front suspension
•Windows-up fresh air system
•Reclining front buckets
•All-vinyl upholstery
•Room for four
•Whitewalls,tinted glass
•3-speed heater/defroster
•Dual headlights
•Many more no-cost extras

DATS11111

PRODUCT OF NI SAN

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
— Open &pangs Till 8:00 —
Phone 7517114
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LEXINGTON, Ky.—The Meats
Division of the Department of
Animal Sciences at
the
University of Kentucky hosted
the Reciprocal Meat Conference
of the American Meat Science
Association June 13-15. This
conference is held on a different
campus each year and is attended by meats and animal
scientists and educators from
agricultural colleges, and
universities throughout the
country and by representatives of
the National Live Stock and Meat
Board, the government and industry.
Thirty eight states, the District
of Columbia, and five foreign
countries were represented at the
U.K. meeting. The foreign
countries were Canada, England,
Ireland, New Zealand and
Australia.
Just as the name implies, the
conference is concerned with the
reciprocation of ideas and
techniques in meats research and
education. It was initiated in 1948
and met annually for a number of
years in Chicago. More recently
the conference has been held on
university campuses by invitation. Meetings are scheduled
three years in advance.
The UK Meats group has
consistently provided leadership
in the affairs of the association
and in the proceedings of the

[president,

,LIK;,11 ,Ii_D [I
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Nickel and Ecology
Nickel stainless steel is one of
the most important materials in
waste and water-pollution control equipment. It resists corrosion from waste materials and
because of its low-maintenance
requirements, it permits more
economical operation of purification equipment.

USE PA
AROU

RED MALE Dad
AKC registered
after 4:00 p.m.

—
Cerise-we

FOR SALE by
Chevrolet Impala,
steering, low miles
Phone 489-2242.

FOR SALE a I
Chevrolet pickup tri
by Saturday. First
Call 753-6425.

FEDDERS 1 kt
conditioner. Phone 7

MOVING; FU
"Ethan Allan", app
dishes, utensils,
skittles game, othei
Meadow Lane,753-5

Summer

DONT THROW de
clean it like new wit
and using a new st
$1.00. Western Aul
"The Wishing Well.'

PENTA TREATE
Resistant to rot a
Ideal for boat do(
weather exposed u
Lumber Co., Ms
Murray,Kentucky.

current

Dr. Mitts Muthns,
received his BS and MS degrees
at UK and his PhD at University
of Missouri. Dr. Mullins is
presently Chairman of the
Department of Animal Science at
the University of Idaho.

Drs. W. G. Moody and R. A.
Field, both former UK students,
are directors of the association.
Moody received both his BS and
MS degrees at UK and his PhD at
the University of Missouri. He
also did a year of post doctoral
work at the University of
Wisconsin. Moody is currently an
associate professor at UK Field
received both MS and PhD
degrees at UK and is currently an
associate professor in charge of
meats teaching and research at
the University of Wyoming.
Dr. James D. Kemp, professor
and chairman of the Animal Food
Science Group at UK, received
his BS and MS degrees here and
his PhD at the University of
Minois. Kemp is a past chairman
of the Reciprocal Meat Conference. He received the
American
Meat
Science
Association Distinguished
Teaching Award in 1968.
Dr. W. Y. Varney, Extension
Professor at UK,received his BS
and MS degrees at UK and the
PhD
at
Michigan State
University. Varney has served on
several conference committees
and recently chaired the Product
Acceptance Committee. He
received the American Meat
Science
Association
Distinguished Extension Service
Award in 1970.
Dr. J. D. Fox is a relative newcomer to the UK meats staff but
already is making his mark. Fos
received his BS and MS degrees
from the University of Tennessee
and his PhD from Louisiana State
University. He was recently
named to chair the RMC
"Residues and Waste Disposal"
Committee.
Since 1949, twenty nine
students have received one or
more advanced degrees in the
field of meat science from the
University of Kentucky. Of this
number, nineteen are engaged in
teaching, research, extension or
administration at 14 different
colleges or universities. Most of
the remaining 10 are employed in
Industry of with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Nineteen of these former
students returned to their Alma
Mater last week to attend the
Reciprocal Meat Conference.

SHIR

NORGE GAS drye
condition. Phone 436

OFF on all
Summer Merchandise
Sport Lines

Dresses

Swimwear

LEAVING STATE,
Winner Tiki boat,
board, 80 H.P.
engine, new top,
hours. One year ol
more portable di
Large wooded lot,
Oaks Country Club.
or sale—water fror
Panorama Shores.
5899.
A GOOD buy . . .
Blue Lustre Ameni
carpet shampoo.$1.
LARGEST VARIE
in Kentucky. No
prices. Country Bo
Army Surplus Fol
from Hopkinsville,
117& 164. Open Sund
p.m.
GARAGE SALE, Si
17,from 8:00 a.m. it
1513 Chaucer Dri
terbury Estates. T
electrical appliance
other good buys.

* Act III

REAL OLD antique
has dome on top at
Also a electric cool'
metal kitchen cabii
and faucets. Phone 7

* Jr. House

LIKE NEW, 11
Hallmark mobile he
furnished, includi
central air. Make I
753-0612.

* White Stage

1970 YAMAHA, 250
5801 after 5:00 p.m.

*Country Set

USED STOVE and
If interested phOne
‘) FREEZERS—NEW
chest, $224.40 delivei
upright $244.66
Montgomery Ward,
1966.
10144 MOBILE HO/
best offer. Phone 753

3iorball
Mayfield, Ky.
• „.„..p...p..-ro....o.,./eyezzorc,,

boppt

1970 MODEL MOE
12.x60', like new.
Paradise Trailer P
North of Cadiz. 0
Hyde. phone 522-6821
SLABS & SAWDC
Avery Lumber G
Tenn.
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NOW IS THE TIME
TO FILL IN THOSE VACANT SPACES!

BEGONIAS - 2 for 25'
HARDY CUSHION MUMS
Extra nice plants that will bloom this Fall.
All colors.

3 for TOO
SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES
fi*

lr '4* t*

500 N 4th
s:;*
t*

RED MALE Dachshund puppy
AKC registered. Call 753-2777
after 4:00p.m.
TFC

t*

;*

NEW THREE bedroom home
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
some finish work yet to be done,
Includes boat ramp and beach
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs.
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, KenTFC
tucky.

TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
ceramic tile bath, air conditioner
and stove. No pets, $50 Deposit.
Phone 753-7457.
J16C
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
one and two bedrooms. Washers
and dryers available. Zimmerman Apartments South 16th
J16C
Street. Phone 7534809.

FOUR-BEDROOM
spacious
home on Hermitage. 2,500 square
feet of living space plus two car
garage on lot 150x380 fully landscaped. Nll 753-7905.
J17C

VACATION CABIN on Ky. Lake,
by day, weekend, or week. Phone
J16C
753-2250.
LARGE ROOMS with recreation
area. Country Estate. Phone 436July29C
2173.
iEW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment. Central heat and air,
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
TFC
753-7850.

NICE LAKE front apartment for
rent for up to four persons.
Everything furnished including
21" F1-IILCO black and white row boat, linens, etc.-TV.& air
FOR SALE by owner 1966 television. In good condition, conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
J15C 436-5320.
J31C
Chevrolet Impala, with power $30.00. Phone 435-5582.
steering, low mileage, local car
J17C
Phone 489-2242.
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT;
two bedroom duplex, central heat
and air, carpet, range furnished.
FOR SALE a 1950 14 ton
Couples or couple with one child.
Chevrolet pickup truck. Must sell
with Available August 1st. Phone 753by Saturday. First offer $95.00. 15' FIBERGLAS BOAT
480-2538
Phone
trailer.
and
TFC
9067.
motor
J17C
Call 753-6425.
J15C
or 437-4223
ROOM
THREE
furnished
1969450 TRIUMPH. Extra apartment with bath. Days call
. Must sell. Phone 753-6676 or nights 753-4716. J15C
chrome. Sharp,
J15P
after 5:00 p.m.
753-7242
MOVING; FURNITURE,
TWO BEDROOM house with
"Ethan Allan", appliances, rugs,
stove and refrigerator, on 904
dishes, utensils, chess set,
north 16th street. Phone 4362
/
skittles game, other items. 5031
J16C
2420.
J17P
Meadow Lane, 753-5102.

THIS BEAUTIFUL 4 bedroom, 2 baths, powder
room, formal dining room, den, study and 2-car
garage, located on one acre lot is a real bargain.
Near Coldwater.
4 BEDROOM frame completely reworked on
inside and out. Bath and approximately one acre
land near Green Plain Church.
3 BEDROOM brick veneer, located on Ryan Ave.
Has a large living room. A real nice house with
VA Loan.
76 ACRES with TVA easement rented, making
total farm 150 acres. Good land and buildings,
equipped with feeding system and silo.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, K Y. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

WANTED, ADDRESS of Robert
Mason Wade and Joan Wade,
children of the former Myrtle
Foutch Wade and the late Jahn
Mason Wade requested. -Mary
Wade Coy, Co-executor, Nell
Wade Fitschen Estate. 2657 RichPARTIALLY WOODED lot,
mond Road Lexington, Ken105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
J17C
tucky.
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
TFC
p.m.
H & R USED Furniture Store will
week from
BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom be open six days a
of nice used
house, gas heat, air conditioned, 10:00 till 6:00. Lots
and ancarpet. Phone 753-4440 if no an- furniture, glassware
nose
brown
and
Come
tiques.
J17C
swer,call 753-1948.
around. We have lots of food
stuff. Phone 753-6676, home phone
105'x160' LOT IN Sherwood 753-4716.
J17C
Forest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
TFC
p.m.

EXCEPTIONAL BUY, two
bedroom brick in Meadow Green
2 ceramic tile baths,
/
Acres. 11
carpeted, carport. For inJ20C
formation call 753-3161.

LARGE ROOMS - Is the feature
of this stately old house. It's in
good condition and has two
bedrooms, living room, dining
room, kitchen, sun room, bath
and breakfast room downstairs
plus four rooms up stairs, and a
basement underneath. You could
live in part of it and rent the
upstairs to make your payments.
Also a large shady lot.

MEN & WOMEN; truck drivers
and store clerk. Interview
Saturday, July 17, Gordon's
Farmers Market, Hwy. 94 near
Ken Lake Hotel. Phone 474J15C
226.

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
Lonardo
purchase.
Company, across from Post
J18C
office, Paris,Tenn.

If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539269 between 6:00 and 6:30
P.m.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sevice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CIR.
Sanders, ptibne 382-2468, FarA5C
mington, Kentucky.

Federal State
Market Report

Federal state Market News
Service
IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT IN THE
Monday July 12 Mayfield,
Kentucky.
ABOVE LISTINGS ... COME IN, WE HAVE
Mayfield Livestock Market:
MORE FARMS AND HOMES ALONG WITH LOTS
Livestock weighed on arrival.
ROUGH AND finish carpenter Cattle this week 750
•
wanted, also laborers. Call Calves this week 71
Conaway Construction Co. 502- COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
J19C
753-9807.
Slaughter cows .50 lower,
Slaughter Bulls, Calves and
at
WANTED: FEMALE to work
HOUSE TRAILERS on Ky. Lake,
Vealers steady, feeders fully 1.00
DON'T THROW that rug away,
Lynn Grove Egg Company. higher,.
water front lots, air conditioned.
clean it like new with Blue Lustre
J16C
Apply in person, no phone calls SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Phone 436-2427.
and using a new shampooer for
FURNITURE REFINISHING. please. Full time work.
- MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING J26C
of
Home
Auto,
20.00-22.75, Cutter 18.00-20.00,
$1.00. Western
All work guaranteed. Free pickair
furnished,
BEDROOM
ONE
J17C
16.00-18.00.
Canner
'''The Wishing Well.'
4th
Street
202
South
up
and
Free
delivery.
a
days
estimate
FIVE
SECRETARY,
AUCTION SALE Saturday July conditioned,female or any senior
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
Antique or natural finish. Jerry week, 8:00 to 5:00 over 30. Phone
quiet
month,
PENTA TREATED lumber. 17, 1:00 p.m. at the Sue Nance college student. $40
McCoy,753-3045.
July16C 753-7850.
J20C over 1000 lbs. 25.00-26.75.
Phone 753-3763 or 753-5086
18th St.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
Resistant to rot and termites. Place, 1 mile south of Lynn neighborhood, 900 N.
J16C
COLLEGE STUDENT wants
Ideal for boat docks and any Grove. Will sell, new cook stove, Phone 753-7266.
DEPENDABLE lady VEALEFtS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
WANTED
yards to mow. Phone 753weather exposed uses. Murray bedroom suite, living room suite,
to stay with elderly lady full time. vealers 39.00-41.50, mixed Good
3575.
J17P
Lumber Co., Maple Street, piano, end tables, coffee table, UNFURNISHED APARTMENT,
753-4641 days or 753-3103 and Choice 35.00-39.00, Choice
three
Call
NEAT
bedroom
EXTRA
1TC chest, one wool rug, one indoor- 2 bedrooms, Couple with small SMALL FARM; good location;
Murray,Kentucky.
240-360 lbs. calves 16.00-311.00,
outdoor carpet, pair at lamps, baby &combed.Call7134414.317C business or future investment. brick. Pi baths, living rooms
mixed Good and Choice 33.00One mile East Murray, ap- utility, carport, air conditioned1 at my home. Beginning or adflat roll-a-way bed, two steel
INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN 36.00.
yard.
landscaped
and
carpeted,
pasture.
10
proximately
acres
two
cabinet,
cabinets, medicine
vanced students Phone 753FEEDER STEERS: Choice
company needs six ladies for full
Hog wire fencing, stables, water It's an excellent buy at only 7600.
electric heaters, deep freeze, odd
J15P or part time work. Apply Monday 250-350 lbs. 39.00-42.00, 350-400
617,500.
modern
house,
room
7
older
Cozy
clothes
steel
chairs,
and
tables
LEAVING STATE, must sell. 15'
July 19, at Mid-Towner Motel lbs. 36.00-39.00, 400-500 lbs. 33.50For appointment call 436Winner Tiki boat, inboard, out- rack, air conditioner, gas heating
OWNER TRANSFERRED and CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. No 36.00, 500-600 lbs. 31.00-33.50,
TFC
2173.
board, 80 H.P. Mercruiser stove, new Frigidaire, lots of
you can have immediate hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- phone calls please.
J17C moxed Good and Choice 300-400
July29C
engine, new top, 130 running other items, too numerous to NICE ONE bedroom furnished LARGE SHADED lot in Baywood possession on this three bedroom 5933.
lbs. 33.50-36.00, 400-500 lbs. 31.50mention.
HOMEWORKERS
WANTED: 33.50, 500-600 lbs. 29.50-31.50,
apartment, and a two bedroom Vista
hours. One year old Lady Kennear brick. It has built in range, two TODDLERS DAY Care Now
Subdivision
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer unfurnished apartment. Phone
part-time,full-time work at home Good 300-400 lbs. 31.50-33.50, 400more portable dish washer.
Panorama Shores. Water rights baths, carport and a good sized open, for children three months
J16C 753-5079.
J17C
mailing our circulars. For details 500 lbs. 29.50-31.50, 500-600 lbs.
Large wooded lot, bordering
paid, ceptic tank and line in- lot. Full price only $19,000.
to three years. State approved. rush self-addressed, stamped
Oaks Country Club. Also for rent
27.50-29.50.
stalled. Has been leveled for a
or sale-water front cottage in AUCTION SALE; Saturday. July TWO BEDROOM unfurnished mobile home. Lot number 269. EXTRA LARGE SHADY LOT Reasonable rates. Experienced envelope and 35c to US En- FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
753Phone
week.
or
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Panorama Shores. Phone 436- 17, 1:00 p.m. at the late Mrs. house, one block from campus, Financing available. Phone 753- with lovely three bedroom brick. help. Day
J17C Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC 300-500 lbs. 31.00-33.25,500-700 lbs.
TFC Bertha Hill home in Coldwater, available mid-August. Phone 753two miles from 4481.
only
Located
5899.
29.00-31.00, moxed Good anef.,
J17C
8734 or 753-2903.
Kentucky.
town. Has central heat & air,
J17C
4693.
WANTED BABYSITTER and Choice 300-500 lbs. 29.00-31.00, 500-:1
EXL,
PROFESSIONA
Practically new furniture,
carpeted throughout, range,
A GOOD buy . . . give it a try.
house keeper for fall term, must 700 lbs. 26.50-29.00, Good 300-500$
size electric stove, 6x40 TWO bedroom trailer. Air LARGE LOTS for sale ( 80x200' disposal, carport plus large PERIENCED painter, will work
Blue Lustre America's favorite apartment
furnish own transportation. lbs. 26.50-29.03, 500-700 the. 24.50& larger) Lake access-central
basis,
hourly
on
jobs,
contract
living
room
refrigerator,
suite,
workshop or double garage. This
conditioned on shady lot, $50.00
carpet shampoo.$1. Big K. J17C
J17C 26.50.
Phone 753-7166.
water system-all weather streets- one is priced to sell at only has own equipment. Call 489chest, TV, breakfast set, new per month.Call 480-2595.
J17C
down
$10
with
$695
at
start
J21P
prices
2287.
linens and hand work, fan, dishes
$27,500.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols and cooking utensils, straight
& $10 per month. 'Phone 436-5320
PLENTY
space;
TRAILER
J17C INEXPENSIVE and a real good
in Kentucky. No increase in chairs, lawn set, high post iron
or 436-5582 for directions.
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
prices. Country Boy Stores, the bed, very unusual. Think and beautiful, quiet living. Highway
buy is this two bedroom house
121,
No.
Lake,
Kentucky
Division
BER SHOP, Open 3:00
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles chifferobe, flat irons, oil lamp,
LOOKING FOR an attractive and most of the furniture. Has
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. glass ware, depression cookie
brick home? Try 104 North 181h. electric heat, garage, storm
Murray,Kentucky.
August2C
through Friday.
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 jars, four footed honey stand,
Three bedrooms, Abudant doors and windows, city water,
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
Aug30C white sewing machine, step
p.m.
closets, two full baths, large utility room and a nice lot. Can be
ROOM FOR RENT with private
Closed Monday.
ladder, and other small items. entrance. Kitchen priviliges if garage, lawn and patio En- bought for mobile home price,
Boy's Haircut, The.
joyable kitchen and living area. $6,700,and won't depreciate near
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, July Conducted by Shoemaker desired.
Walking distance to
Men's Haircut, $1.00.
753Phone
neighborhood.
at
Quiet
4:00p.m.
till
a.m.
8:00
from
17,
Auction and Livestock, Terry campus. Phone 753-1387.
as fast. Yes there is ample furJ16C
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
J19C niture included.
6537.
1513 Chaucer Drive, in Can- Shoemaker Auctioneer, Douglas
IF BE FLIES 14164-1ER ThAhl
BER SHOP
terbury Estates. Toys, clothes, Shoemaker apprentice aucTEN FEET, NE 6E75 A
190 BRAND NEW - This three
213 Spruce Street.
YOURS
INEXPENSIVELY
electrical appliances and many tioneer.
JI6C
tEAK - BLE)753-7742
PHONE
of
Canterbury
in
amount
brick
bedroom
large
a
acres
with
J16C
other good buys.
TWO RESPONSIBLE college
ALSO
APPOINTMENT
baths,
BY
full
fenced.
two
Has
Estates.
permanent pasture and
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, July men want above average furPHONE 753-7742
REAL OLD antique refrigerator 17, 1971, 10:00 a.m. at the Luther nished two bedroom apartment Some marketable timber. Good carpeted throughout, electra
has dome on top and runs good. Anderson place, Main Street, or house to rent for August 1. road frontage. Priced only clean oven, dishwasher, seperate
den, lots of closets, patio, enAlso a electric cook stove and a Hardin, Kentucky.
Phone 753-9982.
J19P $23,000.00.
WISH UPON a star and buy this closed garage, entry hall. You
metal kitchen cabinet with sink Selling: kitchen cabinets,
and faucets. Phone 753-6044. J16C dinette set with four chairs, wall WANT TO RENT; College shady, hilltop 3 bedroom house at can move today and we'll get the
New Concord. A magnificent yard fixed soon.
cabinet, old fashioned china professor with wife and one child
4)0ZER WORK; back hoe ser.
LIKE NEW, 1969, 12x52, cabinet, several antique dishes, wants nice 3 bedroom house. view of the countryside. Gas heat
EXTRA NICE two bedroom brick vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
winter.
the
you
warm
keep
in
to
partially
home,
mobile
Hallmark
J15C
pattern and depression glass, 15 Phone 753-9520.
near M.S.U. Has
tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
Owner says to sell for $11,500.00. house. Located
2 ton cubic foot Wizzard deep freeze in
/
furnished, including 21
gas heat, lots of
disposal,
range,
farms
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753TWO SMALL adjoining
central air. Make an offer. Call perfect condition. Seven cane
IT'S MADE
doors and winJuly17C
7850.
with a total of 105 acres. A spring cabinets, storm
.120C bottom chairs, two rockers, one
753-9612.
OF A
lot.
large
extra
an
and
dows,
fed creek to provide water the
SPECIAL
platform rocker, 2 end tables, 3
$14,000.
year around for the cattle you can Priced at less than
PLASTIC --piece bedroom suite, antique
Would you like to
graze on the permanent pasture. GET A BARGAIN in this
IT'S JUST
sewing
machine.
couch,
Good blacktop road frontage on spacious older house. It's located remember your family
LIKE REAL
Speedqueen washer, Aladdin
four
has
and
the
schools,
Hwy.
sell
near
732. Owners want to
SKIN
lamp, churns, fruit jars, hand 1968 CAMERO 327, automatic,
and friends by a beautiful
power steering, call 753-5902 or combined farms for only bedrooms, large kitchen, shady
and garden tools.
lot plus garden space. It is priced
Portrait
J15C $12,900.00.
Number of items too numerous 753-8150 after 6:00 p.m.
BIG LOT, hillside la•ation, close to sell at less than $10,000.
sketched in pastels?
FREEZERS-NEW it cu. it. to mention. Come on out, there is
to town, city water and gas.
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft. plenty of shade. Sale by Knott's 1963 CHEVY VAN, 6 cylinder,
FOR A LOOK AT ANY OF THE
Phone:
Where else but North Hills
upright $244.66 delivered, Auction Service, Hardin, Ken- good condition, $250.00. See at 509
OR AT ANY REAL
641 North. ABOVE
old
on
Subdivision
Reynolds
Florence
SEE
MURRAY
J16C So.8th or phone 753-4680. J15NC
Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 753- tucky, phone 437-4666.
IN
ESTATE
Several good lots available.
TFC
ROBERTS
at
1966.
RAY
HOYT
or
767-4774
at
IT'S HOT in town! How about
REALTY,505 Main or phone 753cooling off at the lake? We have
(after 5:00)
1960 FORD pick-up. Excellent two lots located on a corner in 1651. We also need some more
in
interested
WANT TO BUY; logs and body and mechanically. $250.00 Lakeway Shores. The price of the listings. If you are
SELLING your real estate list it
J16P two lots is only $1,300.00
standing timber. Also have for firm.Phone 753-8548.
REALTY. We
sale lumber and sawdust.
WE MIGHT have sold your with ROBERTS
and members of
are
REALTORS
1970 MODEL MOBILE Home, Murray Sew Mill and Lumber
on
known
property today, had we
LISTING SER12'x60', like new. Located at Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
yesterday that you would sell. MULTIPLE
J17C
Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles
Come in and list your property VICE.
North of Cadiz. Owner Bobby0
with us.
J17P
Hyde, phone 522-6821.
ONE BEDROOM unfurnished Claude L. Miller, Real Estate LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
Home NI basement, large corner lot,
FOUND: GERMAN Shepherd house for rent or for sale, 10 miles 753-5064, 418 Main Street,
female dog, found in vicinity of out on Irwin Cobb Road, Phone 753-3059, John C. 71i3150. Owner transferring. 1700
Fourth & Chestnut. Phone 753- available by August 1, by Owner. Neubauer, Associate Broker 753- Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
TFt
.113C 7b4176.
J17C 7531.
J I5C Call 753-9247.
3579.

WILSON INSURANCE
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Down Concord
Way

PLEA
MARKET

by Estelle Spiceland
July 14, 1911
Another death, that of Jettie
Warren, has affected the life of
his widow, the former Faye
McClure of this community and
many others.
I recently heard the popular
at
young Richard Chastain
Concord Church of Christ preach
on I Corinthians 9-10, "I beseech
MIthat there will be no divisions
arcking you''.
Would that, that day could
come, and all of us, including
ministers from all churches,
could visit and counsel with all
those in need of such, regardless
Of creed or color, instead of
feeling responsible only for those
of our beliefs.
James Wisehart was responsible for one pew being filled one
evening at South Pleasant Groves
revival for relatives accepted his
invitation.
After church services a group
enjoyed singing in the church
basement with Mrs. Otto Erwin
M pianist. Wisehart then treated
several of them to ice cream at
Jerry's Restaurant.
Bro. Coy Garrett filled his
appointments at Good Shepherd
and Martins Chapel churches
wife in
Reough he left his
nphis Hospital being treated
br a ruptured disc in her neck.
Just as it is wonderful to be
content with our own homes after
seeing more luxurious ones, it is
great to be content with our own
pastor and our own church after visiting others.
'the Max Bonner family
vacationed last week in the
Smoky Mountains, and other
places while the Guy Lovins'
minded the store as of old, The
Lovins' are putting their new
white brick house on the hill for
sale so they can build nearer the
lake.
People between the lakes are
having a reunion August 1,
Sunday, at Paris Landing near
Scott Fitzhugh Bridge. The Acree
reunion is at the same time
yearly near the shelter.
All who wish to bring lunch and
spend the day renewing old
friendships recounting losses and
counting blessings are invited.
wra aorr7 that lifts. Lena
Willoughby, a dear aged lady of
is
community
Concord
hospitalized. For several years
she has kept house in her neat
trailer in the yard of her
daughter, Mrs. Otis Bucy, and
when she was able, attended
church at Mt. Cannel.
These brave little ladies as
Mrs. Willoughby, Mrs. Eunice
Grubbs, the last of the Grogan
family, and still attending
church, Miss Annie Willis 91,
attending church and others, are
inspirations to many retiring at
65.
They have weathered storms
we can not imagine. They have
endured the heat of many
summers with maybe the aid of a
palm leaf fan on occasional
moments, and have braved .the
discomforts of long bitter winters, in cold houses as they
ministered to the meeds of their
families.
They could teach those of the
modern age many lessons on
endurance, patience and faith.
If I were a student, enjoying a
course in journalism, instead of
striving tor an A by interviewing
and writing a story about some
famous person as I did in college
days once, I would go out in the
highways and hedges, hedges,
especially, and interview some
obscure preferably aged person
or one who had triumphed over
haridicaps and find a lesson for
common people.
Congratulations, Ledger and
Times, for a clever way to get
people to read the Bible by hiding
Bible in your advertisements

gt SIDEWALK SALE
Friday Saturday - Sunday

JULY 16th, 17th & 18th

•

Come to your Value Leader BIG K and spend the day at our Flea Market and Sidewalk Sale. Bargains
Galore for everyone. Go back to the 19th century with antiques, junkque from our Flea Market in our
our
parking lot. We have exhibitors from all over the area. Take advantage of Super Savings during
Sidewalk Sale on items shown here and the many unadvertised items throughout our store. Shopping
excitement is yours from stem to stern during this great 3 day event.

SIDEWALK SALE
SPECIALS
Large Assortment of Ladies

Girls Spring & Summer

SHORTS
HOT PANTS &
BERMUDAS

DRESSES
and

PANT SUITS

Values to
$200
$3.99
GIRLS

DRESSES

LITTLE GIRLS

Al) Mens Spring & Summer

SHIFTS & DRESSES
$122
Reg. '1.77

SPORT COATS
Values to
'24.88

and

PANT SUITS
Values to
'5.99

$300

Boys

PLAY SUITS & SHORTS

SHORT SETS

Reg.

50;

30 Quart Styrofoam

BOX FAN

Matching 6 Web

1 Speed
1)
(Limit
Reg. '9.88 $777

CHAISE LOUNGE
(Limit 1)
Reg. '7.77

$544

COOLER
Reg. 97'

Store Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

57;

197

NOW

4.66

$300
$500

'12.44---$800

57c.2P1
100% Cotton Denim

SHIFTS
While They last!
Reg.
$ 1 22
'2.66
A

Electric

INSECT
KILLERS
While Quantities Last!
Values to $300
'9.99

CAMERA DEPARTMENT
Kodak Instamatic Movie Case - Reg. '4.88 - Now '3.00
Kodak Instamatic Field Case - Reg. '4.22 - Now '3.00
Kodak Chevron 8 Movie Projector - Reg. '146.88 - Now '89.88
Kodak M18 Super 8 Movie Camera - Reg. '77.88 - Now '57.88
Kodak M6 Super 8 Movie Camera - Reg. '122.88 - Now '79.88

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ACRES OF FREE PARKING

Values to '1.27
NOW...

Values to

8.88

(limit 1)

20" Cut,3H.P. with Front chute,style 420,$44.88 to 34.00
20" Cut,3H.P. with side chute,style 109,$44.88 to 36.00
2H.P.style 422,$ass to 28.06
1
22" Cut,3/
2H.P.adjustable height,style 229, $59.88 to WM
1
72" Cut,3/
28" Cut,8H.P.stallion riding mower,Reg.$299.00 to 8222.00
73"Cut,8 H.P. Murray Riding Mower,Reg. $329.00 to $222.00
32" Cut, H.P. Murray Riding Mower, Reg.$429.00 to 8322.00

Ric

$ 1 22

$244

20"

KITCHEN
GADGETS

LADIES
DRESSES

'1.74

881

One Large Table Of

Large Assortment of

SKIRTS

For the Whole Family

Briggs & Stratton LAWN MOWERS

IKE'S BROTHER DEAD Edgar Eisenhower (above.).
82. elder brother of the late.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower. died in a coma
followin Tacoma. Wash.,
ing a stroke

$

Ladies 100% Acrylic Bonded

DRESS SHOES
Reg. '1.99
to '8.99

Values to
'2.66

7r

Values to
11.77

$12"

CHILDRENS 2-PIECE

Reg. 88`-97`

a, WI

itRAY__ KENTUCKY

Phone 153-8777

000
BANKAMERLICARD

United P

Hubb
Of Ai
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For a change th•
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